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Abstract
Search and tracking is the problem of locating a moving target and following it to its destination. In this work, we consider a scenario in which the target moves across a large geographical area by following a road network and the search is performed by a team of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). We formulate search and tracking as a combinatorial optimization problem and prove that the objective function is submodular. We exploit this property to devise a greedy algorithm. Although this algorithm does not offer strong theoretical guarantees because of the presence of temporal constraints that limit the feasibility of the solutions, it presents remarkably good performance, especially when several UAVs are available for the mission. As the greedy algorithm suffers when resources are scarce, we investigate two alternative optimization techniques: Constraint Programming (CP) and AI planning. Both approaches struggle to cope with large problems, and so we strengthen them by leveraging the greedy algorithm. We use the greedy solution to warm start the CP model and to devise a domain-dependent heuristic for planning. Our extensive experimental evaluation studies the scalability of the different techniques and identifies the conditions under which one approach becomes preferable to the others.

1. Introduction
The problem of searching for lost targets has a long history in mathematics and operation research, with the first theoretical studies dating back to the World War II (Koopman, 1946). Since then, the field has continued to evolve and, with the advent of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), autonomous search has become pivotal to numerous real-world applications: from surveillance to border interdiction and law enforcement (Girard et al., 2004), from assisted agriculture (Ammad-Udin et al., 2016) to disaster response (Adams & Friedland, 2011) and protection of wildlife (Hodgson et al., 2016; Bondi et al., 2018), from civil engineering inspections (Liu et al., 2014) to environmental monitoring (White et al., 2008).

When search involves moving targets, the problem is often cast as search and tracking (S&T) because the observer is typically required to track the target to its destination after finding it; we consider S&T here, but focus on the search phase. The tracking phase is handled via a simple reactive controller described in previous work (Bernardini, Fox, Long, & Bookless, 2013).
While the literature on S&T is vast (see Section 7 for an overview), the prevalent method is to formulate search as a path-planning problem and solve it within a probabilistic framework (Bourgault, Furukawa, & Durrant-Whyte, 2006; Lavis & Furukawa, 2008; Tisdale, Ryan, Kim, Tornqvist, & Hedrick, 2008; He, Bachrach, & Roy, 2010; Lin & Goodrich, 2014). The probability distribution (PD) of the target location is recursively updated and predicted over time and the search control problem is solved greedily over a very short planning horizon. This strategy has proven successful for short search missions (e.g., a few minutes) over small areas (e.g., one to five square kilometres) with static or predictable targets (Bourgault et al., 2006; Lavis & Furukawa, 2008).

In this paper, we approach the problem of search from a different angle: we focus on the decision-making process to build long-term strategies for the observers to search for the target and on the corresponding action generation to implement such strategies. This aspect has received considerably less attention so far, but it is crucial to improving the search mission performance in realistic domains where the probabilistic approach is too fine-grained to be efficient. We cast S&T as a deterministic combinatorial optimization problem consisting of choosing a set of maneuvers for the observers that maximizes the probability of discovering the target. We then use optimization techniques to find high-quality solutions efficiently. Existing work in applying generic optimization techniques to S&T is scarce and limited to static targets (Abi-Zeid, Nilo, & Lamontagne, 2011; Morin, Abi-Zeid, Quimper, & Nilo, 2017) or single UAV domains (Bernardini, Fox, Long, & Piacentini, 2016; Bernardini, Fox, & Long, 2017). We use these techniques for hard realistic problems where multiple coordinated observers search for a mobile, evasive target over a large geographical area (around 100 square kilometres) and for an extended period of time (up to 90 minutes).

Our investigation of search emerges from the observation (proven in Section 3) that, in our formulation of the problem, the objective function is submodular. Greedy techniques are known to produce bounded approximations when used to maximize submodular functions subject to cardinality (Nemhauser & Wolsey, 1978; Alaei & Malekian, 2010) or other specific types of constraints (Calinescu, Chekuri, Pál, & Vondrák, 2007; Kulik, Shachnai, & Tamir, 2009). In our problem, however, the objective function is subject to a set of temporal constraints that limit the feasibility of solutions, and therefore our greedy algorithm does not enjoy the typical theoretical guarantees. Nonetheless, we implemented the greedy approach and, via an extensive experimental evaluation, we show that, as happens in other applications (Krause & Guestrin, 2011), this technique performs remarkably well in practice, both in general and even more so as the number of available observers increases.

We compare the greedy approach with two different optimization techniques, AI planning and constraint programming (CP), and explore when it is better to use these more sophisticated strategies. AI planning and CP are mature technologies for which fast solvers are available (e.g. Coles, Coles, Fox, & Long, 2010; Laborie, Rogerie, Shaw, & Vilím, 2018). The advantage of using these generic techniques is that the specificity of the problems resides in the models, while the solvers are generic. Systems for S&T based on these methods are flexible and easily extensible: when the mission changes, the models are modified accordingly, but there is no need to develop different algorithms. Both AI planning and CP, if appropriately configured, are exact approaches: if the solvers are given enough time, they will eventually find the optimal solution. In our scenario, however, time is critical and the solvers are configured to produce a solution within a given time limit, even if the solution
is not optimal. Our experiments show that, even when the time available is short, both AI planning and CP outperform the greedy solution, especially when a limited number of search assets are at hand. Both AI planning and CP benefit from the finding of a greedy solution first and using it to guide their search processes. So it is in the integration of the greedy algorithm with more advanced optimization approaches that we find the best solutions for the S&T problem.

Our experimental evaluation is extensive. We study the scalability of different versions of the three optimization techniques as we vary the complexity of the problem, in particular, the number of the possible maneuvers and the number of the observers that can execute them. We identify the conditions under which it is preferable to use one approach instead of the others, in so doing, provide a tool to solve real-world S&T problems in the most effective and cost-efficient way.

1.1 Contributions of the Paper

With respect to previous work on S&T, the novel contributions of this paper are the following:

- As in previous work (Bernardini et al., 2016), we formulate S&T as a deterministic combinatorial optimization problem. We expand the existing formulation by considering search with multiple coordinated observers (Section 2) and we prove several properties of the objective function, most notably that it is submodular (Section 3).

- Leveraging the submodularity of the objective function, we propose a greedy algorithm that is very efficient and exhibits strong performance across all the different settings and problems that we consider (Section 4.1).

- We expand previous work on solving S&T via CP (Bernardini, Fox, Long, & Piacentini, 2017b) in three ways (Section 4.2): (i) we consider missions with multiple UAVs instead of a single observer; (ii) we improve the model by using optional interval variables; and (iii) we use the solution produced by the greedy algorithm to warm-start the CP model. The last two contributions allow us to find substantially better solutions more efficiently than the previous CP approach.

- We also expand an earlier formulation of S&T as a planning problem (Bernardini et al., 2016) to multiple UAVs (Section 4.3) and we exploit the solution provided by the greedy algorithm to formulate a domain-dependent heuristic that significantly improves the performance of the planner we use, i.e. POPF-TIF (Bernardini, Fox, Long, & Piacentini, 2017a).

- Finally, we present a broad experimental evaluation in simulation where these techniques are compared to each other and against existing solutions appropriately expanded to multiple UAVs (Section 5).

2. The Search and Tracking Problem

We consider the following scenario, originally designed in collaboration with our industrial partner, BAE Systems (Bernardini et al., 2013). The target moves on a Euclidean 2-
dimensional (2D) space characterized by a road network and has a distant destination that it wants to reach. The observers are UAVs that can freely move on a 2D plane as we ignore altitude. The UAVs are tasked with following the target to its destination and they are equipped with sensors (cameras in our simulation) to detect the position of the target. Due to the imperfections of the sensors or obstacles in the environment, UAVs can lose sight of the target. The mission starts with one of the UAVs tracking the target. When the UAV loses it, for a short period of time (three minutes), the UAV follows the target’s predicted trajectory. If the UAV does not recapture the target, it enters a search phase to re-locate the target in collaboration with the other UAVs in the team. In every S&T mission, the two phases of searching and tracking alternate until the end of the mission (see Figure 1). We focus on search in this paper.

As in related work (Paterson, Timmons, & Williams, 2014; Bernardini et al., 2016, 2017b), the UAVs exploit standard flight patterns to search for the target, in particular spirals and lawnmowers (see Figure 2). The spiral pattern is effective for covering areas of high density road network, especially in urban or suburban terrain, while the lawnmower is useful when attempting to search over an elongated stretch covering a major road and including some possible side roads. The advantage of using search patterns is twofold. From a practical point of view, search patterns are predictable maneuvers, easily recognizable by pilots and other flying machines, which facilitates the use of autonomous vehicles by promoting trust in autonomy. From a technical point of view, patterns allow us to model target search as a combinatorial optimization problem instead of a continuous optimization one, as it has been done traditionally (Stone, 1975). This approach opens the door to applying combinatorial algorithms to search. The combinatorial problem is to find a set of executable patterns that maximizes the probability of (re)discovering the target while satisfying temporal and resource constraints. We assume that a control unit on the ground runs those algorithms to identify the best patterns and then communicates them to the team of UAVs for execution.1

In the rest of this section, we provide a formal definition of the search problem and its objective function, while in the next section we study properties of this objective function.

---

1. It would be interesting to explore distributed solutions to our problem. We leave that for future work.
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Figure 2: The UAVs exploit standard search patterns to search for the target: spirals (left) and lawnmowers (right).

2.1 Problem Definition

We model the target search as a combinatorial optimization problem: find a set of patterns in specified locations among a pool of candidates that maximizes a closed-form expression that approximates the total probability of discovering the target.\(^2\)

Let \(O\) be a set of observers, all with the same flight and sensing capabilities. We assume that the observers know (i) the road network, (ii) a set of potential destinations \(D\) for the target; and (iii) a set of possible paths \(\Gamma\) that the target might follow to reach the destinations. Each path \(\gamma \in \Gamma\) is associated with a probability \(PD(\gamma)\) that represents the initial belief of the observers on the target trajectory and depends on the behavioral model of the target. For example, if no information on the target motion is available, a uniform distribution can be used for the paths; if the target has an evasive behavior, the probability distribution can incorporate information on the different concealment levels of the paths (Bernardini et al., 2017b).

Let \(C\) be a set of search patterns laid over specific locations on the map that the observers can execute (candidates) and \(D^o\) be a matrix for every observer \(o \in O\), with \(m+1\) positions, where \(m\) is the number of search pattern candidates. Given a matrix \(D^o\), position \((0, \sigma_i)\) is the flight time from the initial position of the observer \(o\) to the start point of the pattern \(\sigma_i\) and position \((\sigma_i, \sigma_j)\) is the flight time from the end point of the pattern \(\sigma_i\) to the start point of the pattern \(\sigma_j\). We generate the initial set of patterns \(C\) by running a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) over the area of operation. In particular, as in previous work (Bernardini et al., 2017), we consider as our search area a circular sector centred on the target’s last known position (LKP). The road network is represented as a graph \(G = (V, E)\), built by discretizing the search area in cells with fixed side-length. The vertexes \(V\) correspond to the cells, while the edges are given by pairs of adjacent cells that are connected by at least one road. We select a set of paths in the graph from the LKP to the candidate destinations \(D\) (the shortest path and all those paths whose length differs from the shortest path’s length by a customizable factor that represents the concealment level that the target is assumed to adopt) and we simulate the target motion with a standard MCS. The MCS identifies points in the search area that present the highest probability of finding the target at different

\(^2\) In previous work (Bernardini et al., 2016), the objective function is a linear combination of the total probability and the expected time to rediscover the target. Here, we consider only the total probability because a preliminary experimental analysis that we conducted in simulation shows that adding the expected time does not change the success rate of finding the target.
points in time. We create candidate patterns that have those points as their centres and can be executed in appropriate time windows when the target can plausibly be in the areas covered by those patterns based on its motion model. For more details on the MCS, the interested reader can consult Appendix A, Bernardini et al. (2017) or Bernardini et al. (2017b).

Each pattern \( \sigma \) is associated with a duration \( d_\sigma \), which is the time that the UAV takes to execute that pattern, and a time window, i.e., minimum \( t^-_\sigma \) and maximum \( t^+_\sigma \) times at which the observers can start the execution of the pattern \( \sigma \). Once a pattern is scheduled for execution, we call \( t : \mathcal{C} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) the function that returns the exact time \( t(\sigma) \in [t^-_\sigma, t^+_\sigma] \) at which the execution of \( \sigma \) starts. The value of \( t^-_\sigma \) and \( t^+_\sigma \) are calculated considering the distance between the LKP of the target and \( \sigma \) and the minimum and maximum velocity of the target. Each search pattern \( \sigma \in \mathcal{C} \) is also associated with a subset \( \Gamma_\sigma \subseteq \Gamma \) called the set of compatible paths, i.e., the set of paths that the UAV can observe while executing the pattern \( \sigma \) because they are in its cone of visibility. Finally, we associate a detection probability \( \phi_\sigma \) to each pattern \( \sigma \). This is the probability of finding the target in an execution of the pattern \( \sigma \) conditioned on the target having initially chosen any of the paths in \( \Gamma_\sigma \). The function \( \phi_\sigma \) encodes both the randomness in the motion of the target and the sensor noise and is conditioned on the execution of its corresponding pattern \( \sigma \) within the associated time window.

Note that each candidate in \( \mathcal{C} \) can be executed more than once. It can be beneficial to execute a pattern multiple times when it covers an area that carries a high probability of discovering the target. We can transform the problem to an equivalent version where each search pattern can be executed at most once, by creating \( k_\sigma \) copies of each pattern \( \sigma \). The constant \( k_\sigma \) indicates the maximum number of times that \( \sigma \) can be executed. For each pattern \( \sigma \), \( k_\sigma \) can be easily calculated considering its duration, its window of activation and the number of available observers: \( k_\sigma = \lfloor \frac{t^+_\sigma - t^-_\sigma}{\min_{\rho \in \mathcal{C}} D^\rho(\rho, \sigma) |\mathcal{O}|} \rfloor \). We call \( \tilde{\mathcal{C}} \) the set of patterns that we obtain by following this procedure and \( \tilde{D}^o \) the updated travel-time matrices.

Given a subset \( \Sigma = \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\} \) of \( \tilde{\mathcal{C}} \) and a partition of \( \Sigma \), \( \mathcal{P}(\Sigma) \), with at most \( |\mathcal{O}| \) elements, we call observer assignment a function \( S : \mathcal{O} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\Sigma) \) that assigns an element of \( \mathcal{P}(\Sigma) \) to each observer in \( \mathcal{O} \). Given an observer \( o \in \mathcal{O} \), we call its (possibly empty) associated partition \( S(o) \) a plan for \( o \).

Given a subset \( \Sigma = \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\} \) of \( \tilde{\mathcal{C}} \), we say that \( \Sigma \) is executable if we can find a function \( t \) and an observer assignment \( S \) such that, for each observer \( o \in \mathcal{O} \), we order the elements of \( S(o) \) according to \( t \), i.e., \( S(o) = (s_1, \ldots, s_k) \), where \( s_i \) indicates the \( i^{th} \) search pattern in the sequence \( S(o) \), the following two conditions are satisfied:

- for every two consecutive patterns \( s_i \) and \( s_{i+1} \) in \( S(o) \), with \( i = 1, \ldots, |S(o)| - 1 \), \( t(s_{i+1}) \geq t(s_i) + d_{s_i} + \tilde{D}^o(s_i, s_{i+1}) \);
- \( t(s_1) \geq \tilde{D}^o(0, s_1) \).

The temporal constraints associated to the executability of a sequence of search patterns executed by a UAV (e.g., Figure 3) can be encoded in a Simple Temporal Network (STN) (Dechter, Meiri, & Pearl, 1991), whose consistency can be determined in polynomial time.
Figure 3: Simple temporal network representing the constraints of a sequence of search patterns \( S = (s_1, s_2, s_3) \) executed by an observer \( o \in O \).

Note that, according to our definitions, different observers can execute search patterns simultaneously and the same pattern can be executed by multiple observers at different times or at the same time. Also note that the number of observers to use can vary from 1 to \(|O|\).\(^3\)

We call \( P(\Sigma) \) the total probability of finding the target by executing the set \( \Sigma \). In our model, the total probability depends only by the execution of search patterns and not explicitly on the execution time. Instead, the time-dependency of the target motion is captured by the pre-computed time windows associated with each search pattern candidate, which affect the execution order of the search patterns.

Target search can be formally defined as the problem of finding an executable set of search patterns \( \Sigma \in 2^{\tilde{C}} \) that maximizes the total probability \( P(\Sigma) \).

### 2.2 The Objective Function

As in Bernardini et al. (2016, 2017b), given a set of patterns \( \Sigma \in 2^{\tilde{C}} \) and a pattern \( \sigma \in \tilde{C} \) that is not already in \( \Sigma \), we can express the objective function \( P(\Sigma) \) using the following closed-form expression (see Appendix B for the derivation of all the formulas in this section):

\[
P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) = P(\Sigma) + P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}^*} \cdot (1 - P(\Sigma))
\]

This equation gives us a recursive structure to compute \( P(\Sigma) \) and tells us that the probability of finding the target by executing \( \Sigma \cup \{\sigma\} \) is equal to the sum of the probability of finding the target at the previous step, i.e., by executing \( \Sigma \), and the probability of finding the target by executing the newly added pattern \( \sigma \) provided that the target has not been discovered earlier, \( P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}^*} \). Given a path \( \gamma \), let \( P_\Sigma(\gamma) \) be the probability that the target is following the path \( \gamma \) after the execution of the search patterns in \( \Sigma \) and conditioned on their failure. The probability \( P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}^*} \) can then be expressed as follows.

\[
P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}^*} = \phi_\sigma \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma_\sigma} P_\Sigma(\gamma)
\]

\(^3\) It might be interesting to find an optimal executable set \( \hat{\Sigma} \) in \( \tilde{C} \), defined as an executable set with a partition \( \hat{P}(\Sigma) \) that minimizes the number of observers necessary to execute the patterns in \( \hat{S} \) as well as that maximizes the total probability \( P(\hat{\Sigma}) \). We leave this as future work.
We consider all the paths $\gamma$ that are compatible with $\sigma$ and sum the probabilities that the target is following the path $\gamma$ after the execution of the patterns in $\Sigma$ and conditioned on their failure, weighting each summand by the probability of detection associated with $\sigma$, $\phi_\sigma$. The probability $P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}}(\gamma)$ that the target is following the path $\gamma$ conditioned on the failure of the search patterns in $\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}$ can be expressed by using another recursive equation:

$$P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}}(\gamma) = P_{\emptyset}(\gamma) \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \phi_{\sigma_i} \cdot 1_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}(\gamma)})$$

where $\mathbb{1}$ is the indicator function: $\mathbb{1}_A(x) = 1$ if $x \in A$ and 0 otherwise.

Equation (4) sets the initial probability of the target following a path $\gamma$ according to our initial hypothesis, $PD(\gamma)$. Once we start executing the patterns, we gain information about the target: any unsuccessful pattern gives us negative information about which path the target is following. As expressed in Equation (3), if the observer has failed to recapture the target when executing a pattern $\sigma$ from which the path $\gamma$ is visible, the observers will decrease their confidence that the target is following $\gamma$ by a quantity that depends on the quality of their sensors, represented by the detection probability $\phi_\sigma$.

Note that (1) can be rewritten as:

$$(1 - P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\})) = (1 - P(\Sigma)) \cdot (1 - P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}*})$$

The recursive definitions of $P(\Sigma)$ and $P(\Sigma)(\gamma)$ can be written as follows.

**Proposition 2.1.** Given a path $\gamma$, let $\Sigma = \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\}$ be a set of search patterns in $\mathcal{C}$. Then:

$$P_\Sigma(\gamma) = \frac{P_\emptyset(\gamma) \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \phi_{\sigma_i} \cdot 1_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}(\gamma)})}{\prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - P_{\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_i\}*})}$$

$$1 - P(\Sigma) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - P_{\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_i\}*})$$

### 2.3 Example

We now consider an illustrative example of the problem.

**Example 2.1.** Figure 4 shows a problem instance with one observer, three destinations $d_1$, $d_2$ and $d_3$, and a path for each destination $\gamma_1$, $\gamma_2$, $\gamma_3$ with initial probability $PD(\gamma_i) = \frac{1}{3}$ and five search pattern candidates $\sigma_i, \forall i = 1, \ldots, 5$. The total detection probabilities and activation time windows of each search pattern are shown in the figure. We assume that the duration of each search pattern is 99 and that the travel time between every position is 1, hence each search pattern can be executed only once.

If we want to maximize the total probability of finding the target, the optimal sequence is $S^* = (\sigma_5, \sigma_4, \sigma_3)$, producing a total probability of $P(S^*) = \frac{2}{3}$. This value is calculated using the recursive Equation (1): when executing the first search pattern $\sigma_5$, the probability that
the target has not been discovered earlier is $P_{\sigma_3} = \phi_{\sigma_3} P_0(\gamma_3) = \frac{2}{15}$. The total probability of finding the target after the execution of $\sigma_5$ is therefore $P(\sigma_5) = \frac{2}{15}$. For the next iteration, we update the probabilities that the target is following each path. For the path $\gamma_3$, which is compatible with $\sigma_5$, the probability decreases: $P_{\sigma_5}(\gamma_3) = \frac{P_0(\gamma_3)(1-\phi_{\sigma_3})}{1-P_{\sigma_3}} = \frac{3}{13}$, while for the other two paths, the probability increases: $P_{\sigma_5}((\gamma_1) = P_{\sigma_5}(\gamma_2) = \frac{P_0(\gamma_1)}{1-P_{\sigma_3}} = \frac{5}{13}$.

We can now compute the probability of finding the target when executing $\sigma_4$ after $\sigma_5$: $P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4} = \phi_{\sigma_4} P_{\sigma_5}(\gamma_2) = \frac{9}{30}$ and $P(\sigma_5,\sigma_4) = P(\sigma_5) + P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4} \cdot (1 - P(\sigma_5)) = \frac{13}{30}$. Similarly, for the final step, we update the probability for each path $P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4,\sigma_3}(\gamma_1) = \frac{10}{17}$, $P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4,\sigma_3}(\gamma_2) = \frac{14}{17}$ and $P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4,\sigma_3}(\gamma_3) = \frac{6}{17}$. The probability of finding the target when executing $\sigma_3$ after $\sigma_5$ and $\sigma_4$ is $P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4,\sigma_3} = \phi_{\sigma_3} P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4}(\gamma_1) = \frac{7}{17}$ and the total probability is $P(\sigma_5,\sigma_4,\sigma_3) = P(\sigma_5,\sigma_4) + P_{\sigma_5,\sigma_4,\sigma_3} \cdot (1 - P(\sigma_5,\sigma_4)) = \frac{2}{3}$.

3. Properties of the Objective Function

In this section, we analyze the properties of the objective function $P$. We first observe that, despite having a recursive definition, the total probability of finding the target is defined over sets $\Sigma$ of search patterns (i.e., it is a set function) and so does not depend on the order of the elements that appear in $\Sigma$. This property comes from our definition of total probability, which abstracts the notion of time and depends only on whether or not we executed a particular combination of search patterns. In fact, the dependency on time of the candidate search patterns is pre-computed thanks to the notion of time window attached to each pattern so that, since a pattern is located both in space and in time, the probabilities for the target position can be assumed to depend only on the search patterns executed so far (and not on the exact time the pattern is executed). To show this property we can simply expand the recursive definition of total probability and show that all the terms are commutative.

**Proposition 3.1.** The total probability $P(\Sigma)$ is a set function.
Proof. To see this more directly, given a set $\Sigma = \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\}$, it is sufficient to write the value of $P(\Sigma)$ as follows:

$$P(\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\}) = P(\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{n-1}\}) + P_{\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\}}^* (1 - P(\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{n-1}\}))$$

$$= P(\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{n-1}\}) + P_{\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\}}^* \prod_{j=1}^{n-1} (1 - P_{\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_j\}}^*)$$

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_i\}) \prod_{j=1}^{n-1} (1 - P_{\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_j\}}^*)$$

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_{\sigma_i} \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma} P_{\{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{i-1}\}}(\gamma) \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}} \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} (1 - \phi_j \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_j}})$$

$$= \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma} \phi_{\sigma_1} \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_1}} \prod_{j=1}^{n} (1 - \phi_j \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_j}})$$

Clearly, Equation (8) does not depend on the order of the elements in $\Sigma$. \hfill \Box

Since performing more search patterns can only increase our chance to observe the target, we show that our objective function is non-decreasing.

Proposition 3.2. The total probability function $P(\Sigma)$ is a non-decreasing function.

Proof. Let $\Sigma \subseteq \tilde{C}, \sigma \in \tilde{C}$ respectively be a set of search patterns and a single search pattern, with $\sigma \notin \Sigma$. We show that:

$$P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) - P(\Sigma) = P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}}^* (1 - P(\Sigma)) \geq 0$$

This is satisfied because $P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}}^* \geq 0$, $P(\Sigma) \leq 1$. \hfill \Box

We now prove that the objective function is submodular. In mathematical optimization, problems characterized by monotonic submodular set functions have been extensively studied and it has been proven that greedy algorithms are guaranteed to produce solutions close to optimality (Nemhauser & Wolsey, 1978).

Let $N$ be a finite set and $f : 2^N \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ be a set function that assigns each subset $H \subseteq N$ a value $f(H)$. The function $f$ is called submodular if for every $X, Y \subseteq N$, with $X \subseteq Y$ and every $x \in N \setminus Y$, we have that $f(X \cup \{x\}) - f(X) \geq f(Y \cup \{x\}) - f(Y)$. Intuitively, if $f$ is a utility function, submodularity captures the concept that the marginal utility of adding $x$ to a set $X$ is at least as high as the utility of adding it to a superset $Y$.

Proposition 3.3. Given a set $\Sigma \subseteq \tilde{C}$, the total probability function $P(\Sigma)$ is submodular.

Proof. Let $\Sigma \subseteq \tilde{C}, \sigma \in \tilde{C}$ respectively be a set of search patterns and a single search pattern, with $\sigma \notin \Sigma$. Consider $\Psi \subseteq \Sigma$ such that $\Psi = \{\sigma_{f(1)}, \ldots, \sigma_{f(k)}\}$, with $k \leq n$ and $f : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ a monotonic function with $f(k) \leq n$, then:

$$P(\Psi \cup \{\sigma\}) - P(\Psi) \geq P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) - P(\Sigma)$$

(9)
Considering the r.h.s. of the inequality and using Equation (1) first, then Equation (32) and finally Equations (6) and (7), we obtain:

\[
P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) - P(\Sigma) \\
= P_{\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}}(1 - P(\Sigma)) \\
= \phi_{\sigma} \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma_{\sigma}} P_{\Sigma}(\gamma)(1 - P(\Sigma)) \\
= \phi_{\sigma} \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma_{\sigma}} P_{\emptyset}(\gamma) \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \phi_{\sigma_i} \cdot \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}}(\gamma)) \\
= \phi_{\sigma}(1 - P(\emptyset)) \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma_{\sigma}} \left[ P_{\emptyset}(\gamma) \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \phi_{\sigma_i} \cdot \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}}(\gamma)) \right] \tag{10}
\]

We now consider the l.h.s. of the inequality. We can apply the same line of reasoning applied to the r.h.s:

\[
P(\Psi \cup \{\sigma\}) - P(\Psi) \\
= \phi_{\sigma}(1 - P(\emptyset)) \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma_{\sigma}} \left[ P_{\emptyset}(\gamma) \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{k} (1 - \phi_{\sigma_{f(i)}} \cdot \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_{f(i)}}}(\gamma)) \right] \tag{11}
\]

Let us now compare Equations (10) and (11). First, we observe that every term in these equations is non-negative. The only difference is the presence in Equation (10) of the factors \(\prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \phi_{\sigma_i} \cdot \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}}(\gamma))\), such that \(i \neq f(j), \forall j = 1, \ldots, k\). Since this term is less or equal to one, the result follows.

4. Solution Approaches

In this section, we describe three different solution approaches for the search problem described in Section 2. In particular, given the pattern candidates \(\tilde{C}\), the set of possible paths \(\Gamma\), the observers \(O\) with their associated distance matrices \(\tilde{D}_{o}\) for each \(o \in O\), we want to find a set \(\Sigma\) of search patterns such that \(\Sigma\) is executable and maximizes the objective function \(P\). Note that for all approaches, the sequence is calculated offline: during the computation of the solution, the solver adds a new pattern to the plan under the assumption that the previous pattern has failed. If a pattern had been successful, the sequence becomes irrelevant as the UAV switches back to tracking. Failed patterns give the planner (negative) information about the position of the target, which is reflected in the updated probabilities. At execution time, the search patterns in the sequence are executed by the UAVs until the target is found.

Given the submodularity of the objective function, we first explore a greedy algorithm that incrementally builds the set \(\Sigma\) by choosing, at each step, the search pattern that yields the highest increment for the objective function and by assigning it to an observer that is
free to execute it. We then consider two theoretically complete approaches by modelling the search problem, respectively, as a constraint program and an AI planning task. For both these approaches, we consider how to take advantage of the greedy solution to improve the performance of the solvers.

4.1 Greedy Algorithms

Greedy algorithms perform very well when used to solve problems that involve the maximization of a submodular non-decreasing function (Lin & Bilmes, 2010; Krause & Guestrin, 2011; Alon, Gamzu, & Tennenholtz, 2012; Jawaid & Smith, 2015; Parambath, Vijayakumar, & Chawla, 2018). In fact, such greedy algorithms have a theoretical guarantee to find \((1 - 1/e)\)-approximations. In our problem, however, this guarantee is not ensured because, although the objective function is non-decreasing and submodular, a solution must satisfy the temporal constraints associated with the patterns. In our experimental evaluation, we study the performance of the greedy algorithm and analyze how imposing executability impacts its performance.

Suppose that the set of search pattern candidates \(\tilde{C}\), the set of observers \(O\), the set of possible destinations \(\Gamma\), and the set of distance matrices \(D = \{\tilde{D}^o, \forall o \in O\}\) are given. The greedy procedure, outlined in Algorithm 1, proceeds iteratively to construct a set of patterns according to the recursive structure of Equation (1). The algorithm starts from an empty set (Algorithm 1: line 2) and iteratively adds a search pattern to the set if it can find an observer that can execute the pattern considering the temporal constraints (Algorithm 1: lines 7-14).

The assignment algorithm (Algorithm 2) runs through all the possible observers and, for each observer (Algorithm 2: line 2), iterates over the sequence of the search patterns that are already assigned to it in the time window associated with the new pattern (Algorithm 2: line 3). The algorithm tries to insert the new pattern between each consecutive pair of patterns by checking the consistency of the temporal constraints imposed by the new sequence (Algorithm 2: lines 5-6). These temporal constraints can be checked in linear time with respect to the number of elements in the sequence, as shown in the procedure \textsc{CheckConsistency}. For every element \(s_i\) of a sequence \(S = (s_1, \ldots, s_i, \ldots, s_n)\), the procedure assigns the exact start time \(\tau(s_i)\) to \(s_i\) by taking the maximum time between the sum of the end time of \(s_{i-1}\) and the travel time between \(s_{i-1}\) and \(s_i\) and the minimum time \(t_{s_i}^-\) (Algorithm 2: lines 9-12). If the calculated time \(\tau(s_i)\) is greater than \(t_{s_i}^+\), the pattern cannot be executed and the sequence is marked as not-executable (Algorithm 2: line 11).

The greedy algorithm returns the set of patterns \(\Sigma\) to be executed and their associated observers. If we group the patterns associated with each observer into sets, they clearly form a partition of \(\Sigma\).

We also devise an alternative version of the assignment algorithm, which we call Right Assignment Algorithm. For each observer, we add the new candidate search pattern at the end of sequence built so far instead of iterating over all possible positions (Algorithm 2: line 3) in the sequence. The greedy algorithm with this variation of the assignment problem can be also interpreted as an online algorithm, where the search pattern with the highest reward is assigned to one of the available observers.

To see the difference between the two assignment algorithms, consider the problem in Example 2.1. Let us start with Algorithm 1 in combination with the Right Assignment
Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm

1: procedure Greedy($\tilde{C}, O, \Gamma, D$)
2: \hspace{1em} $S(o) \leftarrow \emptyset \quad \forall o \in O$
3: return UpdateSequence($\tilde{C}, O, \Gamma, D, \emptyset, S$)
4: procedure UpdateSequence($\tilde{C}, O, \Gamma, D, \Sigma, S$)
5: \hspace{1em} for $i = 0, \ldots, \max_{\sigma \in \tilde{C}} (t^+_{\sigma} + d_{\sigma})/\min_{\sigma \in \tilde{C}} (d_{\sigma}) |O| \quad \text{do}$
6: \hspace{2em} $\delta \leftarrow 0$
7: \hspace{2em} for $\sigma \in \tilde{C} \setminus \Sigma$ do
8: \hspace{3em} $\Delta \leftarrow P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) - P(\Sigma)$
9: \hspace{3em} if $\Delta \geq \delta$ then
10: \hspace{4em} $(S^*, o^*) \leftarrow \text{Assignment}(O, \tilde{C}, D, \sigma, S)$
11: \hspace{4em} if $(S^*, o^*) \neq (\emptyset, \emptyset)$ then
12: \hspace{5em} $\sigma^* \leftarrow \sigma$
13: \hspace{5em} $\delta \leftarrow \Delta$
14: \hspace{5em} $(S^*, o^*) \leftarrow (S, o)$
15: \hspace{3em} if $\delta \leq 0$ then return $\Sigma, S$
16: \hspace{3em} else
17: \hspace{4em} $\Sigma \leftarrow \Sigma \cup \{\sigma_{\text{best}}\}$
18: \hspace{4em} $S(o^*) \leftarrow S^*$
19: return $\Sigma, S$

Algorithm 2 Assignment Algorithm

1: procedure Assignment($O, \tilde{C}, D, \sigma, S$)
2: \hspace{1em} for $o \in O$ do
3: \hspace{2em} for $i = 1, \ldots, |S^0|$ do
4: \hspace{3em} $S^{i0} \leftarrow (s_1, \ldots, s_i, \sigma, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_{|S^0|})$
5: \hspace{3em} if CheckConsistency($S^{i0}, \tilde{C}, D^o$) then
6: \hspace{4em} $(S^*, o^*) \leftarrow (\sigma, S^{i0}, o)$
7: return $(S^*, o^*)$
8: procedure CheckConsistency($S, \tilde{C}, D^o$)
9: \hspace{1em} $t \leftarrow \max(D_{s_0, s_1}, t^-_{s_1})$
10: \hspace{1em} for $i = 1 \ldots |S| - 1$ do
11: \hspace{2em} if $t > t^+_{s_i}$ then return False
12: \hspace{2em} $t \leftarrow \max(t + d_{s_i} + D_{s_i, s_{i+1}}, t^-_{s_{i+1}})$
13: return $t \leq t^+_{s_{|S|}}$

Algorithm that adds search patterns at the end of the sequence only. The search pattern returning the highest probability of finding the target is $\sigma_4$, which becomes the first element of the sequence. The observer will then execute $\sigma_3$ (the second best pattern), after which, due to the temporal constraints, it cannot execute any other patterns. The total probability of this solution is $P(\sigma_4, \sigma_3) = \frac{8}{15}$. However, we can improve on this solution by using the standard Assignment Algorithm (Algorithm 2). After choosing $\sigma_4$ and $\sigma_3$, Algorithm 2...
selects search pattern $\sigma_5$ and positions it at the beginning of the sequence, when it can be executed. In this way, it finds the optimal solution for this problem.

We now show, with a counterexample, that the quality of the solutions provided by the greedy algorithm can be lower than $\left(1 - \frac{1}{e}\right)$ of the optimal solution.

**Example 4.1.** Consider a set of candidate search patterns $\mathcal{C} = \\{\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3, \sigma_4\}$, a set of paths $\Gamma = \\{\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \gamma_4\}$ and a single observer. The parameters associated with each search pattern are reported in Table 1, where $D^o(\sigma, \rho)$ is an element of the symmetric distance matrix and $\rho$ is either 0 or another search pattern different than $\sigma$. We assume a uniform initial probability distribution for the every path.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\Gamma_\sigma$</th>
<th>$\phi_\sigma$</th>
<th>$[t^-<em>\sigma, t^+</em>\sigma]$</th>
<th>$d_\sigma$</th>
<th>$D^o(\sigma, \rho)$</th>
<th>$D^o(\sigma, \sigma)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>${\gamma_1}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$[10, 11]$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>${\gamma_2}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>$[1, 2]$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_3$</td>
<td>${\gamma_3}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>$[4, 5]$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_4$</td>
<td>${\gamma_4}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>$[7, 8]$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Search pattern candidates.

In Example 4.1, search pattern $\sigma_1$ is associated with the highest detection probability, but it is located further away from the other search patterns. The optimal solution is the sequence $\Sigma^* = (\sigma_2, \sigma_3, \sigma_4)$, which yields a total probability of $P(\Sigma^*) = \frac{3}{4}$. The greedy algorithm is initially agnostic to the temporal constraints and selects $\sigma_1$, which will be executed at time 10. No further search patterns can be inserted in the sequence, as none of them can be executed before nor after $\sigma_1$. The solution $\Sigma^G = \{\sigma_1\}$ found by the greedy algorithm has a total probability of $P(\Sigma^G) = \frac{1}{4}$. Clearly, $P(\Sigma^G) < (1 - 1/e)P(\Sigma^*)$.

### 4.2 A Constraint Programming Approach

Constraint Programming (CP) is a technique to solve combinatorial problems that involve decision variables subject to a set of constraints. Constraint solvers explore the solution space systematically by interleaving search and inference until a solution is found. CP has been successfully applied to many different domains to solve discrete optimization and scheduling problems (Weil, Heus, Francois, & Poujade, 1995; Beck, Davenport, Davis, & Fox, 1998; Baptiste, Le Pape, & Nuijten, 2001; Harjunkoski & Grossmann, 2002; Rodriguez, 2007), as well as robot task planning problems (Booth, Nejat, & Beck, 2016a; Booth, Tran, Nejat, & Beck, 2016b; Tran, Vaquero, Nejat, & Beck, 2017). Target search lends itself well to a CP formulation, given the combinatorial nature of the problem and the presence of the temporal constraints.

A CP model for problems with a single observer was proposed by Bernardini et al. (2017b). The model discretizes time into a set of time points and uses time-indexed binary variables for each search pattern indicating whether the search pattern is being executed at a time point. Bernardini et al. (2017b) use a coarse time discretization because, if the discretization is too fine, the number of variables becomes very large, and the solver struggles to find a solution. A coarse discretization, however, could make the representation of the temporal constraints inaccurate, possibly resulting in some of the search patterns in the solution not being executable.
In this work, we propose a new CP model for the target search problem that overcomes the limits of the previous model. Our new model is able to handle multiple observers and exploits *optional interval variables* to represent the execution of search patterns, improving accuracy and scalability. We start in Section 4.2.1 with a generalization of the model presented in the work by Bernardini et al. (2017b) to multiple observers, which will be useful for an experimental comparison between the different models. We then describe our new model in Sections 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Extended Time-discretized CP Model

We extend the CP model proposed by Bernardini et al. (2017b) to multiple observers, as shown in Figure 5. The model requires the discretization of time into a set of $\tau$ time points $T = \{t_0, \ldots, t_\tau\}$, where $t_\tau = \lceil \max_{\sigma \in C} (t^+ + d_{\sigma}) / \Delta \rceil$ and $\Delta$ is the discretization granularity. A binary variable $z_{\sigma,t,o} = \{0, 1\}$ for every $\sigma \in C \cup \{\sigma_0\}$, where $\sigma_0$ is a dummy node representing the initial position of the observers, $o \in O$ and $t \in T$ indicates if a pattern $\sigma$ starts at time point $t$. In addition, the continuous variables $P_t, \forall t \in T$ are used to indicate the total probability of finding the target at time point $t$; $P^*_t, \forall i \in T$ indicate the probability of finding the target when executing a search pattern at time point $t$ provided that the target has not been discovered earlier; $P_{t,\gamma}, \forall \gamma \in \Gamma, \forall t \in T$ to indicate the probability that the target is following path $\gamma$ at time point $t$.

The model finds the values of $z_{\sigma,t,o}, \forall \sigma \in C, \forall t \in T, \forall o \in O$ such that the weighted sum of the total probability in the last time point $t_\tau$ is maximized and is subject to the following constraints (see Figure 5): Constraint (13) ensures that only one pattern at the time can be executed by each observer, while Constraint (14) indicates that a pattern can be executed only within its time window. Two patterns $\sigma$ and $\rho$ can be performed one after the other only if the sum of the time needed to execute $\sigma$ and the time needed to reach $\rho$ has elapsed, as shown by Constraint (15). Constraints (16)-(18) maintain the total probability in order to calculate the objective function. It should be noted that if no search pattern is started at a given time point, the total probability does not change. Constraints (19)-(22) represent the initial state.

This model does not require the explicit representation of possible repeated search patterns: each element in $C$ can be potentially executed multiple times by every observer, provided that the temporal Constraints (14)-(15) are satisfied.

4.2.2 CP Model based on Optional Interval Variables

In our new model, to limit the number of variables necessary to represent the search problem, we use optional interval variables, which allow us to avoid time-indexing (Laborie & Rogerie, 2008; Laborie, 2009). Optional interval variables have been successfully used in many scheduling applications (Booth et al., 2016a; Tran et al., 2017; Laborie & Messaoudi, 2017) to represent tasks. They are variables that encode three quantities: whether or not an activity is executed, the start time and the end time of the activity. More formally, optional interval variables have domains of the form $\{\bot\} \cup \{(s,e) \text{ s.t. } s,e \in \mathbb{Z}, s < e\}$, where $\bot$ indicates that the variable is not present in the solution, while $s$ and $e$ are the start and the end points of the interval. Associated with these variables, there are several functions and constraints, for which efficient filtering algorithms have been developed. Constraints are
\[ \max P_t = \sum_{\sigma \in \mathcal{C}} z_{\sigma,t,o} \leq 1 \quad \forall t \in \mathcal{T}, \forall o \in \mathcal{O} \]  
(12)

\[ z_{\sigma,t,o} = 0 \quad \forall \sigma \in \mathcal{C}, \forall o \in \mathcal{O}, \forall t \in \mathcal{T} \mid t < t^-_\sigma \land t \geq t^+_\sigma \]  
(13)

\[ z_{\sigma,t,o} + \frac{t+(d_\sigma + P^*_{\sigma,o})}{\Delta} \leq 1 \quad \forall \sigma, \rho \in \mathcal{C}, \forall o \in \mathcal{O}, \forall t \in \mathcal{T} \]  
(14)

\[ P^*_t = \sum_{\sigma \in \mathcal{C}} \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma} \sum_{o \in \mathcal{O}} (P_{\gamma,t-1} \phi_\sigma \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_\sigma}) z_{\sigma,t,o} \]  
(15)

\[ P_{\gamma,t} = P_{\gamma,t-1} \left( 1 - \sum_{\sigma \in \mathcal{C}} \sum_{o \in \mathcal{O}} \left( \frac{1 - \phi_\sigma \mathbb{1}_{\Gamma_\sigma}}{1 - P_t} \right) z_{\sigma,t,o} \right) \quad \forall t \in \mathcal{T} \setminus \{t_0\}, \gamma \in \Gamma \]  
(16)

\[ P_t = P_{t-1} + \sum_{\sigma \in \mathcal{C}} P^*_t (1 - P_{t-1}) z_{\sigma,t,o} \quad \forall t \in \mathcal{T} \setminus \{t_0\} \]  
(17)

\[ z_{\sigma,0,o} = 1 \quad \forall o \in \mathcal{O} \]  
(18)

\[ P_0 = 0 \]  
(19)

\[ P_{0,\gamma} = PD(\gamma) \quad \forall \gamma \in \Gamma \]  
(20)

\[ P^*_0 = 0 \]  
(21)

Figure 5: Time-indexed CP model for the target search problem extending the model of Bernardini et al. (2017b) to multiple observers.

The problem is divided into logical, temporal and hybrid constraints. Logical constraints express conditions on the executions of interval variables, while temporal constraints involve the start and the end time of the variables. Hybrid constraints are constraints that combine both the logical and the temporal aspect of the variables. An example of a hybrid constraint is \texttt{noOverlap}($x_0, \ldots, x_n, D$). This constraint is set over the interval variables \{x_0, \ldots, x_n\} and a distance matrix \( D \) that enforces that the present intervals are pairwise non-overlapping and that a minimal distance \( D_{x_i, x_{i+1}} \) between the end and the start of two consecutive present interval variables, \( x_i, x_{i+1} \), is respected. Figure 6 shows an example of a \texttt{noOverlap} constraint imposed to three interval variables \( x_1, x_2, x_3 \), which distance matrix \( D_{x_i, x_j} = 1, \forall i, j = 1, 2, 3 \).

A key observation in our CP formulation is that the total probability does not depend on the order of the execution of the search patterns, and therefore, to update its value, we can choose an arbitrary order and use the recursive definition in Equation (1).

Given the problem defined in Section 2 and a set of patterns \( \tilde{\mathcal{C}} \cup \{\sigma_0\} \), where \( \sigma_0 \) is a dummy node representing the initial position of the observers, we create an arbitrary sequence \( \Sigma \) containing \( |\mathcal{O}| \) copies of each search pattern and beginning with \( \sigma_0 \). We associate a search pattern \( \sigma_i \in \tilde{\mathcal{C}} \) and an observer \( o_i \in \mathcal{O} \) to every element \( i \in \Sigma \). The decision variables are: (i) \textit{optional interval variables} \( t_{\sigma,o} \), present if the search pattern \( \sigma \in \tilde{\mathcal{C}} \cup \{\sigma_0\} \),
is executed by the observer $o \in O$; (ii) continuous variables $P_i, \forall i \in \Sigma$, which indicate the total probability of finding the target after the execution of the $i^{th}$ element of $\Sigma$; (iii) $P_i^*$, $\forall i \in \Sigma$, which indicate the probability of finding the target by executing the pattern at step $i$ provided that the target has not been discovered earlier; and (iv) $P_{i, \gamma}$, $\forall \gamma \in \Gamma, \forall i \in \Sigma$, which indicate the probability that the target is following path $\gamma$ after the $i^{th}$ element of $\Sigma$.

Besides the noOverlap constraint, we use the following functions: $\text{Length}(x)$ is a function returning the length of the interval $x$, if the interval is present; $\text{Pres}(x)$ is a function that returns a boolean value that indicates whether the variable $x$ is present or not.

The CP model is defined in Figure 7. Constraint (24) models the travel time between two consecutive search patterns executed by the same observer, while Constraint (25) sets the length of every search pattern. Constraints (26)-(28) update the total probabilities recursively, Constraint (29) sets the initial position of the observers and Constraints (20)-(22) set the initial values of the variables representing the probabilities.

### 4.2.3 Exploiting the Submodularity of the Objective Function

To exploit submodularity, we warm start the CP solver with a greedy solution. Warm start is a procedure that exploits a known solution by using it as a starting point of another algorithm. The warm-start solution can be used by a CP solver to impose a lower bound on the quality of the solution, allowing additional inference and heuristic guidance of the search (Beck, 2007). Details on how the warm-start is used inside CP solvers largely depend on the implementation of the solver and they are opaque to the final user (Laborie, Refalo, & Shaw, 2013).

### 4.3 A Planning Approach

In formulating and solving the search problem described in Section 2 as a planning task, we build on the planning model for a single observer presented in the work by Bernardini et al. (2017b) and extend it to handle a team of UAVs. This extension is straightforward, essentially involving the addition of a parameter to each action in the domain that indicates which UAV will execute the action and the enumeration of the available UAVs in the initial
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad P_{\Sigma} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \text{noOverlap}(t_{\sigma_0, o}, t_{\sigma_1, o}, ..., t_{\tilde{C}, o}; D^\sigma) \quad \forall o \in O \quad (23) \\
\text{Length}(t_{\sigma, o}) & \quad = d_{\sigma} \forall \sigma \in \tilde{C}, \forall o \in O \quad (24) \\
P_i^* & \quad = \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma} \left( P_i,\gamma \phi_{\sigma} \mathbb{I}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}} \right) \forall i \in \Sigma \setminus \{\sigma_0\} \quad (25) \\
P_{i,\gamma} & \quad = P_{i-1,\gamma} \left( 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1 - \phi_{\sigma} \mathbb{I}_{\Gamma_{\sigma_i}}}{1 - P_i^*} \right) \right) \text{Pres}(t_{\sigma_i, o_i}) \\
& \quad \forall i \in \Sigma \setminus \{\sigma_0\}, \forall \gamma \in \Gamma \quad (26) \\
P_i & \quad = P_{i-1} + P_i^* \left( 1 - P_{i-1} \right) \text{Pres}(t_{\sigma_i, o_i}) \forall i \in \Sigma \setminus \{\sigma_0\} \quad (27) \\
\text{Pres}(t_{\sigma_0, o}) & \quad = 1 \forall o \in O \quad (28) \\
\text{Constraints (20)-(22)} & \quad (29)
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 7: CP Model based on optional interval variables for the target search problem.

state specification. All the other components of the planning system remain unaltered, demonstrating the benefits of using general-purpose solvers: when the task at hand changes, only the model needs to be updated, not the algorithms. More significantly, based on our recognition of the submodularity of the objective function, we integrate the greedy heuristic as a planning heuristic.

The PDDL (Fox & Long, 2003) model that we use presents a set of objects that corresponds to the main symbols in the mathematical formulation in Section 2: the search patterns, the paths that the target might follow to reach its destination, the relevant waypoints (start and end points of the patterns as well as the last known position of the target) and the UAVs. We use functions to keep track of the total probability and the path probabilities, both at the current step (respectively, \( P(\Sigma) \) and \( P_{\Sigma}(\gamma) \)) and when the current plan is concatenated with a new pattern (respectively, \( P(\Sigma \cup \sigma) \) and \( P_{\Sigma \cup \sigma}(\gamma) \)). We have a \textit{fly} action, which corresponds to a UAV going from one point in space to another and one action for each search pattern (\textit{doPattern}). All these actions have a parameter that indicates which UAV is executing them. The conditions of the actions that represent search patterns check that the UAV is ready at the entry point of the pattern to execute it and the pattern is active, i.e., the associated time window has started. The effects move the UAV from the entry point to the exit point of the pattern and, crucially, update the functions corresponding to probabilities according to Equations (1)-(4). The full PDDL domain is presented in Appendix C.

The initial state of the planning task contains information regarding all the available UAVs, the relevant points in space, the paths that the target might follow to arrive at its destination and the activation windows of each pattern, which are specified by using \textit{timed initial literals} (TIL). The objective of the planning task is to maximize the objective function \( P \), which is expressed in the metric of the planning task.
We use the planner POPF-TIF (Piacentini, Alimisis, Fox, & Long, 2015) to build plans for the UAVs. POPF-TIF is based on the partial order temporal planner POPF2 (Coles et al., 2010) and uses a cost-improving search: it finds the first plan and then improves on the first solution while time is available. Since the PDDL model for the search problem involves non-linear mathematical calculations, we combine POPF-TIF with an external solver to calculate Equations (1)-(4) at each iteration based on the approach described by Bernardini et al. (2017a).

4.3.1 Exploiting the Submodularity of the Objective Function

The planner POPF-TIF relies on a greedy best-first search (GBFS) algorithm (Doran & Michie, 1966), where the heuristic is calculated as the length of the relaxed plan built from the Temporal Relaxed Planning Graph (TRPG) (Smith & Weld, 1997; Coles, Fox, Halsey, Long, & Smith, 2009; Coles, Coles, Fox, & Long, 2009; Coles et al., 2010). This heuristic is not particularly effective in our domain. In fact, until a first solution is found, the heuristic function is completely insensitive to the objective function of the problem, as the TRPG tries to find the shortest relaxed plan that satisfies the goal conditions, which in our case corresponds to the addition of a single search pattern in the plan. After a feasible solution is found, a further goal condition is imposed requiring a new goal state to have a metric function strictly greater than the best metric found so far. However, the heuristic function still favours goal states that are achieved by fewer steps, rather than goal states with a higher objective function.

To improve the performance of the planner, we exploit the submodularity of the objective function and propose a domain-dependent heuristic based on the greedy solution that takes into account the objective function of the problem.

Starting from the partial plan \( \pi \) necessary to achieve a state, Algorithm 3 calculates the remaining part of the plan \( \hat{\pi} \), based on the sequence of search patterns that the greedy algorithm would produce (Algorithm 1) and returns the heuristic value of the state and the number of actions in \( \hat{\pi} \). We use the symbols \( \vdash \) and \( \dashv \) to indicate the start and the end of a durative action, respectively. The heuristic function of the state is calculated as the difference between 1 (the maximum theoretical value of a solution) and the objective value of the partial plan \( \pi \cup \hat{\pi} \). We use the difference because our greedy best-first-search algorithm expands states with lower heuristic value, but we have a maximization problem. The number of actions in \( \hat{\pi} \) is used to break ties when states have the same heuristic value.

The heuristic is not admissible, hence the optimality of the solutions can be guaranteed only if the search explores the entire space. However, since the heuristic function is based on feasible sequences, the first plan found by the algorithm, in which no more candidates can be inserted, is guaranteed to be at least as good as the solution found by the greedy algorithm.

More formally, let \( Z \) be a finite set, \( 2^Z \) the set of all possible sequences constructed over \( Z \) and \( C \) a set of constraints over the elements in \( Z \), and \( f : 2^Z \to \mathbb{R} \) a sequence function that we want optimize. We call a sequence \( S \in 2^Z \) a maximal sequence if \( \exists z \in Z \) such that \( S \cup \{z\} \) satisfies all the constraints in \( C \). We define the state transition graph \( G(Z, C) = (S, T) \) where the set of states \( S \) is the set of all the feasible sequences of \( Z \) (i.e. the sequences in \( 2^Z \) that satisfy \( C \)) and the transitions \( T \) are the concatenation operations.
Algorithm 3 Greedy Algorithm-Based Heuristic

1: procedure heuristics(C, O, Γ, D, π)
2: \( \Sigma \leftarrow \emptyset \)
3: \( S(o) \leftarrow \emptyset \) \( \forall o \in O \)
4: for \( a \in \pi \) do
5: if \( a \) is \((fly \circ \sigma)_{from} \sigma_{to}\) then
6: \( \Sigma \leftarrow \Sigma \cup \sigma_{to} \)
7: \( S(o) \leftarrow S(o) \cup \sigma_{to} \)
8: \( \hat{\Sigma}, \hat{S} \leftarrow updateSequence(C, O, Γ, D, \Sigma, S) \)
9: \( t \leftarrow 0 \)
10: for \( \sigma \in \hat{\Sigma} \) do
11: \( o \leftarrow o \text{ s.t. } \sigma \in S(o) \)
12: if \((fly \circ \sigma^o \sigma)\) not in \( \pi \) then \( \hat{\pi} \leftarrow \hat{\pi} \cup (fly \circ \sigma^o \sigma) \)
13: if \((doPattern \circ \sigma)^{-1} \) not in \( \pi \) then \( \hat{\pi} \leftarrow \hat{\pi} \cup (doPattern \circ \sigma)^{-1} \)
14: if \((doPattern \circ \sigma) \) not in \( \pi \) then \( \hat{\pi} \leftarrow \hat{\pi} \cup (doPattern \circ \sigma) \)
15: if \( t_{\sigma} \geq t \) then \( t \leftarrow t_{\sigma} \)
16: \( \sigma^o \leftarrow \sigma \)
17: for \( \text{TIL} \leq t \) do
18: if \( \text{TIL} \) not in \( \pi \) then \( \hat{\pi} \leftarrow \hat{\pi} \cup \text{TIL} \)
19: return \( 1 - P(\hat{\Sigma}) \cdot |\hat{\pi}| \)

of one element \( z \in Z \) to a sequence \( S \in 2^{Z} \). We denote with \( A_{Z,C} : 2^{Z} \rightarrow 2^{Z} \) an algorithm that produces a maximal sequence \( \bar{S} \) from a subsequence \( S \in 2^{Z} \), such that \( \bar{S} = S \cup S' \). In addition, we required that \( A_{Z,C} \) produces a consistent solution, i.e. \( f(A_{Z,C}(S \cup \{\sigma\})) \leq f(A_{Z,C}(S)) \), for \( \sigma \) s.t. \( \sigma \in S' \) where \( A_{Z,C}(S) = S \cup S' \).

**Proposition 4.1.** Let \( Z \) be a finite set, \( C \) a set of constraints over the elements in \( Z \), \( f \) a sequence function and \( A_{Z,C} \) a consistent algorithm that produces maximal sequences. Denote with \( \bar{S} \in 2^{Z} \) the first maximal sequence found by a GBFS algorithm with evaluation function \( f \circ A_{Z,C} \) on the state transition graph \( G(Z, C) \) starting from an empty sequence. We have that: \( f(\bar{S}) \leq f(A_{Z,C}(\emptyset)) \).

**Proof.** The proposition follows from the fact that \( A_{Z,C} \) produces a maximal sequence, which by definition is a feasible sequence. By contradiction, assume that \( f(\bar{S}) > f(A_{Z,C}(\emptyset)) \). This means that all the sequences with a lower \( f \)-value expanded before \( \bar{S} \) cannot be further extended, contradicting the hypothesis that \( \bar{S} \) is the first maximal sequence found. Moreover, because \( A_{Z,C} \) is consistent, GBFS is guaranteed to terminate.

While this general proposition is simple, we are not aware of any other work in heuristic search planning that uses heuristics based on feasible solutions.

**Lemma 4.1.** Given the planning task of a S&T problem defined by \( C, O, Γ, D \), the first maximal sequence of actions found by GBFS with heuristic function given by Algorithm 3

---

4. GBFS prioritizes states with lower value of the evaluation function.
has an objective function value that is greater or equal than the objective function of the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1).

Proof. First, we note that the heuristic value is $1 - P(S)$. We need to show that Algorithm 1 produces maximal sequence and it is consistent. The algorithm produces maximal sequences by definition, as it terminates when no more search patterns can be inserted without violating temporal constraints. In principle, it is not consistent since the observer assignment is not optimal. However, we can force consistency by caching the solutions of sequences explored by GBFS: when GBFS adds a search pattern $\sigma$ we simply take the minimum between $f(AZC(S))$ and $f(AZC(S \cup \{\sigma\}))$ as heuristic value.

We show the different behavior of the GBFS algorithm when using the default TRPG heuristic and the solution of the greedy algorithm, using Example 2.1. Figure 8a shows that the TRPG heuristic value at the root is 4: the number of actions necessary to add $\sigma_1$ in the final solution ($\text{fly } \sigma_1$, TIL0, doPattern $\sigma_1 \vdash$, doPattern $\sigma_1 \dashv$). Before adding a new search pattern after $\sigma_1$, the search algorithm expands states starting with alternative patterns, whose heuristic value is now higher due to the additional actions that the TRPG inserts to achieve a better value of the metric function. It should be noted that the effects of the action on the metric function are calculated by the external solver and during the heuristic calculation such effects are approximated (Bernardini et al., 2017a). The search continues adding search patterns to $\sigma_1$ and only investigating other patterns when it cannot append anything to the initial sequence. In contrast, as seen in Figure 8b, our greedy heuristic identifies that adding $\sigma_5$ instead of $\sigma_1$ could lead to a state with a better objective value, therefore it allows the search algorithm to achieve the solution in fewer states.

4.3.2 Implementation Details

Instead of the greedy algorithm presented in Section 4.1, which is quadratic in the number of search pattern candidates, we consider an accelerated (linear) version of it, following the procedure presented by Minoux (1978) (Algorithm 4). The paper shows that the two greedy algorithms produce the same results when the objective function is submodular. As for the Algorithm 1, we adapt the original algorithm to solve the observer assignment problem and to exclude search patterns that cannot be executed (Algorithm 4: lines 11-17).

5. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of the proposed approaches. We omit the Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) approach considered in previous work on single observer because we have empirically shown that it is outperformed by the CP and planning approaches (Bernardini et al., 2017b). We do not expect the POMDP technique to perform better on problems with multiple UAVs as the action space becomes even larger.

First, we consider a set of toy problems and vary the number of search patterns in order to investigate the scaling behavior of different solution approaches. Then, we implement all the approaches in a S&T simulator to evaluate their impact in a realistic scenario.

We run all the experiments on a Xeon 3.5GHz processor machine running Mac OS X Sierra. All solvers are given one minute to generate the plans. Although this
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Figure 8: Example of the two different search space explorations obtained by the default heuristic TRPG and our domain specific heuristic. The heuristic value of each state is reported inside the node.

(a) Default heuristic TRPG.

(b) Greedy algorithm-based heuristic. Note that the heuristic value is $1 - P(\Sigma)$. 
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Algorithm 4 Accelerate Greedy Algorithm

1: procedure ACCELERATEUPDATESEQUENCE($\tilde{C}, O, \Gamma, D, \Sigma, S$)
2:  \[ H \leftarrow \emptyset \]
3:  \begin{algorithmic}[1]
4:  \State \For{$\sigma \in \tilde{C}$}
5:    \State \[ \Delta P(\sigma) = P(\{\sigma\}) \]
6:    \For{$i = 0, \ldots, \max_{\sigma \in C}(t^+_\sigma + d_\sigma)/\min_{\sigma \in C}(d_\sigma)|O|$}
7:      \State $H \leftarrow \emptyset$
8:      \State $\delta \leftarrow 0$
9:      \While{$H \subset C$}
10:        \State $\sigma \leftarrow \arg \max_{\sigma \in \tilde{C} \setminus \Sigma} \Delta P(\sigma)$
11:        \If{$\sigma \in H$}
12:          \State $(S, o) \leftarrow $ ASSIGNMENT($O, \tilde{C}, D, \sigma$
13:          \If{$(S^*, o^*) \neq (\emptyset, \emptyset)$}
14:            \State $\sigma^* \leftarrow \sigma$
15:            \State $(S^*, o^*) \leftarrow (S, o)$
16:          \Else
17:            \State $\Delta P(\sigma) = 0$
18:          \EndIf
19:        \Else
20:          \State \[ \Delta P(\sigma) = P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) - P(\Sigma) \]
21:          \State $H \leftarrow H \cup \{\sigma\}$
22:        \EndIf
23:        \State $\delta \leftarrow \Delta P(\sigma^*)$
24:      \EndWhile
25:      \State $\Sigma \leftarrow \Sigma \cup \{\sigma^*\}$
26:  \EndFor
27: \EndFor
28: \EndProcedure
time limitation compromises the ability for the CP solver and the AI planner to find optimal solutions, in surveillance operations, time is a critical factor. It is therefore preferable to find suboptimal solutions in a short period of time, than produce provably optimal solutions. We solve the CP model using IBM ILOG CPLEX CP Optimizer v12.8.0 (Laborie et al., 2018).

5.1 Scaling Behavior of the Approaches

For the first experiment, we randomly generate 40 instances with 30 candidate search patterns. For each instance, we reduce the number of search patterns to a minimum of six, and we vary the number of observers, from a minimum of one to a maximum of five. For this set of experiments, we record the objective values of the different solution approaches as a function of the number of search patterns.

5.1.1 Comparison of the Greedy Solutions

We first compare the two greedy algorithms that we consider. We identify with $G$ the accelerated version (Algorithm 4) and with $G_{online}$ the simplified version with the Right Assignment Algorithm. Figure 9a shows the fraction of problem instances for which the difference in the objective values found by $G$ and $G_{online}$ is within given intervals. Figure 9b reports the execution time of every instance for the two algorithms. As shown in the plots, $G$ finds equal or better quality solutions than $G_{online}$ for every problem instance. Although the execution time of $G$ is higher than $G_{online}$, the algorithms always run within 0.07 seconds. The difference between the two algorithms in the quality of the solutions decreases as the number of observers increases. The increase in the number of observers makes the problem less constrained, making it more likely to find an available observer for the execution of a search pattern at the end of the current sequence.

As already noted, a greedy algorithm is theoretically guaranteed to produce solutions close to optimality for problems that require the maximization of a submodular function. In our problem, this theoretical guarantee does not hold because of the presence of temporal constraints. We argue that, in practice, these constraints do not affect the performance of the greedy algorithm significantly. To verify our claim, we take our problem instances and modify the starting time-window $[t_\sigma^-, t_\sigma^+]$ associated with each search pattern $\sigma \in \Sigma$ by scaling the length of the interval by a constant value. When the time-windows are narrow, the sequence of search patterns is more constrained, which means that it is more likely that the best pattern chosen by the greedy approach cannot be added to the solution because it does not respect the temporal constraints. With wide time-windows, the best pattern chosen by the algorithm can almost always be added to the solution, making the problem very similar to a simple maximization problem. In Figure 10, we show the average objective value obtained as a function of the scaling factor of the starting time-windows. As shown in the figure, when the problem is highly constrained, the greedy algorithm finds solutions within 10% from the optimal value. As the length of starting time-windows become larger, the greedy algorithm finds increasingly better quality solutions. When considering problems with several observers, the effect of the temporal constraints is even less visible, as at every step multiple vehicles are available to execute the search pattern with the best impact on the objective value.
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(a) Difference in the objective values of $G$ and $G_{\text{online}}$ categorized into buckets. $[x:y) =$ “Fraction of instances where the difference in the objective values obtained by $G$ and $G_{\text{online}}$ is within $[x:y)$”.
(b) Comparison of the execution time of the accelerated ($G$) and online ($G_{\text{online}}$) greedy algorithms. The execution time of $G$ is consistently higher than $G_{\text{online}}$, but both algorithms always run within 0.06 s.

Figure 9: Comparison between the accelerated ($G$) and online ($G_{\text{online}}$) greedy algorithms.

(a) Effect of the temporal constraints on the objective function for $G$.
(b) Effect of the temporal constraints on the objective function for $G_{\text{online}}$.

Figure 10: Average of the solution quality found by the greedy algorithm for problems with different scaled length of starting time-windows.

5.1.2 Comparison of CP Models

We now compare the two CP models presented in Section 4.2. For the first model (Figure 5), previously proposed by Bernardini et al. (2017b)), we use a time-discretization of 10 and 100 seconds, and we indicate these two variations as $CP\Delta_{10}$ and $CP\Delta_{100}$, respectively. The new CP model in Figure 7 using interval variables is referred to as $CP_{iv}$.
Figure 11: Comparison between different CP models for problems with 1 observer.

Figure 11 shows the average objective value as a function of the number of search patterns for problems with one observer. As expected, $CP\Delta_{10}$ and $CP\Delta_{100}$ produce relatively good quality solutions for problems with a small number of search patterns, but $CP\Delta_{10}$ cannot produce any solution when the number of search patterns increases. $CP_{iv}$ produces better quality solutions than both $CP\Delta_{10}$ and $CP\Delta_{100}$. This improvement can be attributed to two reasons. First, $CP_{iv}$ is more efficient in the limited time allocated to solve the problems because it needs fewer variables and exploits the inference power of the interval variables. In addition, when using $CP\Delta_{10}$ and $CP\Delta_{100}$, some of the search patterns cannot be executed due to the coarse-time discretization and, as a consequence, they do not contribute to the objective value. This phenomenon never happens when we apply $CP_{iv}$.

We can observe the effect of the warm start on the $CP_{iv}$ model in Figure 12. We call $CP_{iv}^{ws}$ the model that is warm-started with the $G$ solution. As shown in the figure, the warm start has a little effect on smaller problems (1 observer) since they are simple enough to be optimally solved by the CP model alone. As the problem size increases, the warm-started model can find solutions that are better than $CP_{iv}$ and $G$, but for larger problems, the warm-started CP model only marginally improves on the $G$ solution.

5.1.3 Comparison of the Planning Approaches

We compare the solutions obtained by the planner with the standard TRPG heuristic ($\Pi^{TRPG}$) and our greedy-based heuristic ($\Pi^{G}$). In Figure 13a, we compare $\Pi^{TRPG}$ and $\Pi^{G}$, while in Figure 13b we compare $\Pi^{G}$ and $G$. As expected, the planner with the greedy-based heuristic outperforms the standard TRPG heuristic and improves on the initial greedy solution. We observe that, for problems with one observer, the difference between $\Pi^{G}$ and $\Pi^{TRPG}$ is relatively small and increases as the number of observers increases. When more observers are present, the TRPG heuristic produces particularly poor solutions, with one search pattern for each observer. This is because the heuristic is based on the length of the relaxed plan and the search explores all the states with the same number of search patterns,
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5.1.4 Comparison of the Approaches

We now compare the different approaches: greedy, CP and AI planning. In Figure 14 and Table 2, we show a summary of the average solution quality $P(S)$ found by each method considering problems with a number of observers varying from one to five. The approaches are ranked according to the sum of the considered score function for problems with a different number of search patterns.

before adding a new one. As in the CP model, the improvement of $\Pi^G$ with respect to the greedy solution decreases for larger problems.

Figure 12: Comparison between $CP_{iv}$, $CP_{iv}^{ws}$ and $G$. 

Figure 13: Comparison between different planning heuristics.
From the figure, it emerges that the best overall approaches are $CP^{ws}_{iv}$ and $\Pi^G$, which have comparable performance, as shown also in Figure 15. Both approaches improve on the greedy solution. We can observe that neither $\Pi^{TRPG}$ nor any of the CP models scale to large size instances without the help of the greedy solution. From Table 2, it also emerges that, as the number of observers increases, the greedy algorithm performs very similarly to the best approaches, i.e. $\Pi^G$ and $CP^{ws}_{iv}$.

5.2 Simulation

We conducted a set of experiments using a simulator of fixed-wing UAVs operating in a square area of about 100 kilometers width. The target is mobile, moving from a fixed origin to a random destination located in one of the urban centers of Scotland. The target follows a route acquired using GraphHopper (Karich, 2015). When it realizes that it is observed, the target can dynamically change its route to prefer concealed paths (Bernardini et al., 2017b). At the beginning of a mission, one UAV tracks the target, while the others are located at a base station. When the tracking UAV loses the target, it communicates that to the ground station and the search phase is initiated. The ground station performs the MCS to generate the candidate search patterns. The search area considered in the MCS is an angular sector from the LKP. When only one observer is available the angle is $120^\circ$ and it increases uniformly as more observers are available, up to a maximum of $180^\circ$ for $5$. 
the estimated direction of the target, each observer performs a random walk. As in the
we simulate 500 missions.
the target is tracked at the moment of its arrival to the destination. For every configuration,
search phase is activated or the mission is concluded. The mission is declared successful if
operations, while the other UAVs abandon the search until the target is lost again and a new
patterns assigned to it. The first UAV that finds the target takes control of the tracking
patterns to execute and the plan is dispatched to each UAV, which executes the search
|O|
observers. The MCS considers 20 time points and, for each time point, it generates up to
Table 2: Average solution quality for problems with a different number of search patterns
and observers. Each box is an average over 40 instances.
As a baseline, we use a simple random policy, where, starting from the LKP and knowing
+ 1 search pattern candidates. Once the candidate search patterns are generated, the
ground station calls a solver (greedy, AI planning, or CP) to find the sequence of search
patterns to execute and the plan is dispatched to each UAV, which executes the search
patterns assigned to it. The first UAV that finds the target takes control of the tracking
operations, while the other UAVs abandon the search until the target is lost again and a new
search phase is activated or the mission is concluded. The mission is declared successful if
the target is tracked at the moment of its arrival to the destination. For every configuration,
we simulate 500 missions.

As a baseline, we use a simple random policy, where, starting from the LKP and knowing
the estimated direction of the target, each observer performs a random walk. As in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># SP</th>
<th>online</th>
<th>online</th>
<th>online</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Difference in the objective value of $\Pi^G$ and $CP^{wsiv}$ categorized into buckets.

observers. The MCS considers 20 time points and, for each time point, it generates up to
|O| + 1 search pattern candidates. Once the candidate search patterns are generated, the
ground station calls a solver (greedy, AI planning, or CP) to find the sequence of search
patterns to execute and the plan is dispatched to each UAV, which executes the search
patterns assigned to it. The first UAV that finds the target takes control of the tracking
operations, while the other UAVs abandon the search until the target is lost again and a new
search phase is activated or the mission is concluded. The mission is declared successful if
the target is tracked at the moment of its arrival to the destination. For every configuration,
we simulate 500 missions.
MCS, we consider 20 time points. At each time point, the observer moves from its previous position in a random direction and distance. The direction and the distance are chosen using a uniform distribution between two fixed angles and the two minimum and maximum distances estimated by the minimum and maximum velocity of the target.

As an alternative approach, we consider a static policy defined by our initial industrial partner (Bernardini et al., 2013). The policy for one observer consists in performing a spiral search around the LKP of the target and then executing a lawnmower pattern that has a longitudinal axis aligned with the estimated direction of the target. We extended this strategy to multiple observers by adding one lawnmower pattern for each additional UAV. The lawnmower is obtained by rotating the longitudinal axes of the first added lawnmower by a fixed angle.

Table 3 reports the results of the simulation. For each method, we show the average success rate over all the simulated missions. The final success rate is given by the execution of multiple plans. In order to show the correlation between the objective function found by each solver and the success rate, we report the success rate of the first executed plan. As expected, solvers that produce plans with higher objective values have a higher success rate. Finally, we report the average tracking time of the missions and the standard error. The relatively high values of the errors reflect the high variability of each run of the simulation caused by the many choices that contribute to the target behavior (i.e., the target chooses its destination, the path to follow, the evasion level of its behavior, velocity, etc.).

As shown in the table, when only one observer is present, both $\Pi^{TRPG}$ and $CP_{iv}$ and their enhancements $\Pi^G$, $CP_{iv}^{ws}$, obtain the best performance, succeeding in $1/3$ of the missions. The greedy approach performs almost as well as planning and CP, achieving a success rate of 30%. The static and the online policies follow with a similar success rate (25.2% and 23.8%, respectively), while the random approach gives the worst results, successfully tracking the target until its destination in 17.0% of the cases. When we have two observers, all techniques improve their success rate and a similar behaviour as before can be observed: $\Pi^G$ and $CP_{iv}^{ws}$ obtain the highest success rate, followed by $G$. While the success rates of $\Pi^{TRPG}$ and $CP_{iv}$ do not increase as much as the other techniques, but they both still perform better than the static, online and random policies. As we increase the number of observers up to five, $G$ becomes similar to $\Pi^G$ and $CP_{iv}^{ws}$ and dominates both $\Pi^{TRPG}$ and $CP_{iv}$, as well as the online, static and random policies. The static policy becomes competitive with our optimization techniques only once enough observers are deployed.

6. Discussion

As noted in Section 1 the primary contributions of this paper are application-oriented: the proof of submodularity allowing the exploitation of the greedy algorithm, the development of a novel CP model and an extension of the existing AI planning approach for the problem, the integration of the greedy heuristic into the CP and AI planning approaches, and the extensive experimental evaluation. The paper provides a detailed treatment of the combinatorial optimization approach to the search and tracking problem.

Nonetheless, the paper also provides insight beyond the application in at least two areas: the comparison of scheduling and planning approaches for problems with characteristics of
### Average % of success rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># UAVs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>random</td>
<td>17.0 ± 1.7</td>
<td>24.2 ± 1.9</td>
<td>32.8 ± 2.1</td>
<td>30.0 ± 2.1</td>
<td>34.6 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>25.2 ± 1.9</td>
<td>30.6 ± 2.1</td>
<td>39.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>46.0 ± 2.2</td>
<td>52.8 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{online}}$</td>
<td>23.8 ± 1.9</td>
<td>37.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>42.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>46.0 ± 2.2</td>
<td>49.4 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>30.0 ± 2.1</td>
<td>41.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>50.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>50.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td>53.6 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}$</td>
<td>32.8 ± 2.1</td>
<td>41.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>40.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>30.4 ± 2.1</td>
<td>33.4 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}^{\text{ps}}$</td>
<td>33.0 ± 2.1</td>
<td>44.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>47.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td>51.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>52.0 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^{\text{TRPG}}$</td>
<td><strong>34.6 ± 2.1</strong></td>
<td>38.0 ± 2.2</td>
<td>26.6 ± 2.0</td>
<td>11.0 ± 1.4</td>
<td>7.2 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^G$</td>
<td>34.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td><strong>45.6 ± 2.2</strong></td>
<td>49.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>49.0 ± 2.2</td>
<td>48.6 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Average % of success rate after the execution of the first plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># UAVs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>random</td>
<td>45.5 ± 2.3</td>
<td>53.8 ± 2.3</td>
<td>68.9 ± 2.1</td>
<td>70.1 ± 2.1</td>
<td>72.8 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>60.7 ± 2.2</td>
<td>70.1 ± 2.1</td>
<td>76.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td>84.3 ± 1.6</td>
<td>89.8 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{online}}$</td>
<td>68.8 ± 2.1</td>
<td>82.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>89.6 ± 1.4</td>
<td>93.5 ± 1.1</td>
<td>93.9 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>75.8 ± 1.9</td>
<td>87.9 ± 1.5</td>
<td>92.2 ± 1.2</td>
<td>94.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td><strong>96.5 ± 0.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}$</td>
<td>78.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td>84.2 ± 1.7</td>
<td>84.0 ± 1.7</td>
<td>73.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>74.4 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}^{\text{ps}}$</td>
<td>79.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td><strong>88.6 ± 1.5</strong></td>
<td>92.0 ± 1.2</td>
<td><strong>94.9 ± 1.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>96.5 ± 0.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^{\text{TRPG}}$</td>
<td>77.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td>83.4 ± 1.7</td>
<td>64.4 ± 2.2</td>
<td>27.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>20.4 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^G$</td>
<td><strong>79.8 ± 1.8</strong></td>
<td>88.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td><strong>92.4 ± 1.2</strong></td>
<td>90.6 ± 1.3</td>
<td>90.6 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Average number of losses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># UAVs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>random</td>
<td>1.52 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.77 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.10 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.20 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.28 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>1.73 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.97 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.43 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.66 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.80 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{online}}$</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.04</td>
<td>2.14 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.64 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.79 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.80 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>2.01 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.37 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.78 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.91 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.99 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}$</td>
<td>2.04 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.29 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.61 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.24 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.28 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}^{\text{ps}}$</td>
<td>2.05 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.42 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.80 ± 0.06</td>
<td><strong>2.93 ± 0.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.00 ± 0.06</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^{\text{TRPG}}$</td>
<td>1.99 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.22 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.05 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^G$</td>
<td><strong>2.07 ± 0.05</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.39 ± 0.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.82 ± 0.06</strong></td>
<td>2.83 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.84 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Average tracking time is seconds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># UAVs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>random</td>
<td>1405 ± 40</td>
<td>1538 ± 42</td>
<td>1701 ± 44</td>
<td>1721 ± 45</td>
<td>1745 ± 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>1599 ± 37</td>
<td>1699 ± 38</td>
<td>1876 ± 45</td>
<td>2065 ± 43</td>
<td>2163 ± 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{online}}$</td>
<td>1627 ± 37</td>
<td>1836 ± 37</td>
<td>2037 ± 38</td>
<td>2149 ± 35</td>
<td>2126 ± 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>1773 ± 38</td>
<td>1996 ± 36</td>
<td><strong>2203 ± 37</strong></td>
<td>2266 ± 33</td>
<td><strong>2241 ± 35</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}$</td>
<td>1774 ± 36</td>
<td>1928 ± 38</td>
<td>2015 ± 40</td>
<td>1754 ± 45</td>
<td>1728 ± 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CP_{\text{iv}}^{\text{ps}}$</td>
<td>1775 ± 36</td>
<td><strong>2039 ± 37</strong></td>
<td>2194 ± 37</td>
<td><strong>2273 ± 33</strong></td>
<td>2236 ± 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^{\text{TRPG}}$</td>
<td>1790 ± 38</td>
<td>1861 ± 36</td>
<td>1607 ± 45</td>
<td>1045 ± 41</td>
<td>868 ± 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi^G$</td>
<td><strong>1797 ± 36</strong></td>
<td>2026 ± 35</td>
<td>2180 ± 36</td>
<td>2170 ± 37</td>
<td>2115 ± 39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average % of success rate, average % of success rate after the execution of the first plan, and the average tracking time using different solvers. For each parameter we report the average over 500 missions and the standard error.
Planning vs. Scheduling. The fundamental difference between planning and scheduling is the existence of a fixed number of operations in the latter.\(^5\) This difference is not only reflected in the different complexity classes of the problems but also in the fact that most of the inference done in CP scheduling techniques is only sound because of the inability to dynamically add new operations.

For problems with a non-fixed number of operations that require detailed numeric, resources and temporal reasoning, we are left with the challenge of the richer model of AI planning, with relatively weak techniques for such reasoning tasks versus the creation of a scheduling model with a valid upper bound on the number of optional operations. This challenge is what we have investigated here and in previous work on diverse application problems (e.g., Tran et al. (2017), Booth, Do, Beck, Rieffel, Venturelli, and Frank (2018)). It seems clear that as the problem size scales, planning will be the only viable option: the CP models become too large. However, we have demonstrated here and elsewhere (e.g., Tran et al. (2017)), that, if it is possible to fix the maximum number of actions that are considered, realistic-sized problems are within the reach of CP.

Another challenging aspect of the problem tackled in this paper is the representation of the objective function. From a CP perspective, the recursive structure of the objective function results in a weak propagation of its upper and lower bounds, compromising the performance of the solver. In planning, the challenge is overcome by augmenting the solver with domain-specific components that update the value of the objective function and guide the search using a customized heuristic.

The relationship between planning and optimization and, more fundamentally, state-based and constraint-based knowledge representations, is a key area for research into problem solving. Some valuable and perhaps foundational work has already been done (Pommerening, 2017) but much is left to do.

Planning vs. Heuristic Search. Our planning model is posed in PDDL and is solved by a domain-independent planner. However, the primary reason for the strong performance of the model is the use of the domain-specific heuristic function and an external solver for the nonlinear objective function. A narrow interpretation of AI planning as domain-independent planning may therefore result in the conclusion that our “planning” approach is more accurately described as heuristic search.\(^6\)

However, we would like to argue that the contributions of our work and the value of this style of planning/heuristic search (PHS) research does not depend on whether the work is planning or heuristic search. Our goal, beyond developing the search-and-tracking application, is to extend the power and use of PHS technology. One way to do this is through comparing the performance of PHS to other state-of-the-art techniques on specific problems.\(^7\) A fair comparison with other technology requires the same level of domain-dependent specializations – otherwise the more general purpose technique is likely to always perform worse and not because of the underlying problem solving approach.

\(^5\) In scheduling such elements are variously referred to as jobs, activities, tasks, or operations, while in planning they are typically called (ground) actions.

\(^6\) Indeed, some of the authors are of this opinion.

\(^7\) We are, of course, not the only researchers who work in this direction (e.g. Sewell & Jacobson, 2012; Tierney et al., 2012; Kelareva et al., 2013; Tran et al., 2017; Haslum et al., 2018; Booth et al., 2018).
Further, we believe that such an approach is not contrary to the long-term goal of AI planning to develop a general problem solver. First, such comparisons, if done fairly, will likely demonstrate the value of planning technology and increase its use amongst researchers and practitioners who are more focused on solving their problems. In the worst case, if no such value can be demonstrated, the planning community is left with a worthy challenge to understand why and how to improve the technology. Second, the approaches that are developed to achieve strong planning performance in an application can then be generalized and synthesized by subsequent researchers to contribute more directly to domain-independent planning. As a specific example, consider the nonlinear objective function in our search-and-tracking problem. We seek to maximize the probability of finding the target and an increase in the plan length by performing an additional search pattern cannot decrease the probability. Yet most of the existing domain-independent heuristic functions of which we are aware seek to minimize plan length, cost, or makespan. A general problem solver will need to be able to deal with a much richer set of objective functions and, while some work exists on maximization functions via heuristic search (Stern, Kiesel, Puzis, Felner, & Ruml, 2014) and planning (e.g., in planning with preferences Gerevini, Haslum, Long, Saetti, and Dimopoulos (2009), Baier, Bacchus, and McIlraith (2009), Benton, Coles, and Coles (2012) and in over-subscription planning Domshlak and Mirkes (2015)), only a few works exploit submodularity (Chen, Chen, & Weinberger, 2015; Sakaue & Ishihata, 2018). Ideally, domain-dependent research on useful applications will inspire subsequent domain-independent research on common problem characteristics.

7. Related Work

Optimal search is a very complex problem. It is NP-hard even in the simple formulation of finding a stationary target within a grid of cells (Trummel & Weisinger, 1986). Given the inherent complexity of the problem, the literature on search is vast and spread across many disciplines including operations research, graph theory, robotics, control theory and artificial intelligence (AI). It is difficult to compare the methods proposed since the formulations of the problem vary considerably from one work to another. For example, models of target motion range from stationary targets to targets moving according to predictable forces (e.g., wind or currents), to intentional targets, having a goal to achieve or trying to escape. Observers are assumed to have a wide range different sensing, motion and endurance capabilities. There may be one or many targets and observers. The environment can be known in advance or unknown and vary in size and features (e.g., indoors and outdoors). Depending on the search region representation, the sensor types and the possible actions, search can be formulated in discrete or continuous settings. In addition to all these possibilities, search is often combined with other problems. For example, when the target is static and the environment is known, the problem is framed as “search-and-coverage”, while if the environment is unknown, it is “search-and-exploration”. If the target needs to be followed to destination, as in our case, then the problem is “search-and-tracking”. It is not our ambition to summarize all the work on search. Readers can refer to Hollinger (2010) for an interesting survey on search and to Chmaj and Selvaraj (2015) for a survey on the applications of cooperative teams of UAVs, including search-and-tracking. In what follows, we focus on the main approaches to coordinated target search that have inspired our
approach and are related to it. We organize these techniques based on their main features, but there are several overlaps among the categories.

### 7.1 Classical Approaches

Search for lost targets was posed as a research problem in the context of US Navy operations during World War II (Koopman, 1946) and involved providing efficient methods for detecting submarines. Theory of search methods were then used by the US Navy in practical missions to search for objects such as the H-bomb lost in the ocean near Palomares, Spain in 1966 and the submarine Scorpion lost in 1968 (Richardson & Stone, 1971). A few years later, theory of search emerged as a branch of operations research focusing on analytic, optimal solutions for stationary target search (Stone, 1975). Benkoski, Monticino, and Weisinger (1991) offer an annotated bibliography of the search theory literature.

Based on research on search in the maritime domain, the systems CASP (Computer Assisted Search Planning) (Richardson & Discenza, 1980) and its successor SAROPS (Search and Rescue Optimal Planning System) (Kratzke, Stone, & Frost, 2010) have been developed and used by the US Coast Guard since 1974 for search-and-rescue operations involving objects lost at sea. SAROPS has two main components: the simulator and the planner. The simulator produces a time-dependent probability distribution (PD) for the target location using Monte Carlo (MC) particle filtering. The system uses information about the object in distress, provided by human operators, and environmental data, provided by the Environmental Data Server, which gathers environmental data from government and private sources concerning winds, currents, cloud cover, drifters, weather and visibility conditions. Based on the target PD and a collection of available search and rescue units (SRUs), the planner assigns one lawnmower pattern to each SRU. Each SRU executes only one pattern and there is no routing of a vehicle from one pattern to another. The planner seeks to maximize the probability of discovering targets by placing the patterns intelligently: using an iterative strategy, it tries different combinations of locations until a pre-determined period of time has elapsed and, then, reports the best solution. If no SRU finds the target, the simulator generates a new PD by incorporating information about motion (drift) and about the previous unsuccessful search and then the planner generates a new set of patterns. A human always coordinates the two systems and supervises the entire process.

The SAROPS system has some similarities with our approach. For example, it uses MC particle filtering to develop a prior PD for the target’s location and it uses lawnmower patterns. However, in contrast to our approach, SAROPS regenerates the target PD at each step and works on a one-step lookahead horizon. As a consequence, it does not incorporate any long term strategic reasoning: based on the target PD and a set of available vehicles, SAROPS assigns one lawnmower to each vehicle, which immediately proceeds to execute it. SAROPS performs geometric reasoning to position the lawnmowers in such a way to maximize the probability of discovering targets. Differently from our approach, the iterative process is not automated, but it involves the presence of a human who supervises the entire process and incorporates simulation and pattern positioning.
7.2 Probabilistic Approaches

A rich area of research in target search is based on a Bayesian construction of the problem where the probability of detection of the targets is used as the objective function for optimal search trajectory generation. This probabilistic approach relies on the use of Recursive Bayesian Estimation (RBE) techniques that recursively update and predict the PD of the target location over time, under the assumption that the prior distribution and the probabilistic motion model of the target are known (Bourgault et al., 2006). Although Bourgault, Furukawa, and Durrant-Whyte (2004) discuss a number of possible constraints that can impact the target motion model (obstacles, force fields and terrain), the target is usually assumed to be subjected to external disturbances and not to move on the basis of its own intentions.

RBE techniques work in two stages: update and prediction. The update stage calculates the posterior distribution of the current state given a prior estimation of the state and a new observation. The prediction stage calculates the PD of the next state using the posterior distribution and the target’s motion model. Since the implementation of these two stages is computationally expensive, several approaches have been explored to compute them efficiently, including grid-based methods (Bourgault et al., 2006), particle filters (Chung & Furukawa, 2006), element-based techniques (Furukawa, Durrant-Whyte, & Lavis, 2007) and hybrid particle-element approaches (Lavis & Furukawa, 2008).

The search control problem is solved in a greedy fashion over a very short planning horizon (typically, a one-step lookahead). This myopic planning approach is used to control the computational cost of the technique, which quickly becomes intractable as the number of lookahead steps, the size of the search area, or the number of dimensions of the search space, increases.

The Bayesian filtering approach often tackles S&T at the same time (Furukawa, Bourgault, Lavis, & Durrant-Whyte, 2006) and a unified objective function is used, allowing a vehicle to switch from one mode to the other while maintaining information gained during the previous phases. Other approaches that tackle search-and-tracking as a unified problem can be found in the literature (Tian, Bar-Shalom, & Pattipati, 2008; Hoffmann & Tomlin, 2010; Ryan & Hedrick, 2010; Pitre, Li, & Delbalzo, 2012).

Probabilistic-based S&T has proven successful for problems involving stationary targets or targets moving in small geographical areas, simple motion models, static search spaces and short-term missions (e.g. Furukawa, Mak, Durrant-Whyte, & Madhavan, 2012). However, when these assumptions are not satisfied as in our scenario, RBE techniques are likely to perform poorly due to the high computational cost of accurately maintaining a large state space that includes all the possible positions of the moving targets.

Some probabilistic approaches overlap with information-theoretic methods that formulate search in terms of the estimation of quantities such as Shannon entropy, conditional entropy and Kullback-Leibler divergence. Charrow, Kumar, and Michael (2014), for example, present a particle-filter based method to search for a single moving target using a team of robots equipped with range-only sensors. The robots select actions that maximize the mutual information between the estimate of the target and the future measurements of the robots. Bertuccelli and How (2006) also use particle filtering to approach the problem of
search for moving targets when the target motion is poorly known, while Roy and Earnest (2006) use it for search and exploration.

Another probabilistic approach to search is based on formulations using Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs), both for single targets (Hollinger, Kehagias, & Singh, 2007; Hsu, Sun, & Rong, 2008) and multiple targets (Bertuccelli & How, 2006). Carvalho, Teichteil-Königsbuch, and Lesire (2013) use POMDPs for on-line multi-target detection and recognition missions by an autonomous UAV. Hsu et al. (2008) unify tracking and searching in a unique POMDP model, which is approximatively solved using a sampling technique. He et al. (2010) present an online, forward search, planning-under-uncertainty algorithm for the road-constrained target-tracking problem. In this work, the agent’s belief of each target’s position is represented as a multi-modal Gaussian belief which is exploited to compute the distribution of posterior beliefs after actions are taken. This analytic computation allows the planner to search deeper by considering policies composed of multi-step action sequences. Deeper searches are beneficial as they result in keeping the targets well-localized for longer periods. This technique has proven successful for small geographical areas, but has not been tested yet on larger regions.

7.3 Combinatorial Optimization

Combinatorial optimization techniques have been explored for the coordinated search domain, although in a more limited way than other techniques. Bernardini et al. (2017, 2016, 2017b) solve S&T problems with a single observer using AI planning and CP. We refer the readers to Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for the main differences between this work and our current approach.

Lau, Huang, and Dissanayake (2006) present a dynamic programming technique to efficiently find a target and a branch-and-bound technique for finding multiple targets (Lau, Huang, & Dissanayake, 2005). These methods suffer from poor scalability when large instances of the problem are considered.

Vidal et al. (2002) consider a pursuit-evasion game with a team of both ground and aerial pursuers and ground evaders. They cast the problem in a probabilistic game theoretic framework and consider two computationally feasible greedy pursuit policies. They do not show performance guarantees on solution quality relative to the optimal one, but demonstrate empirically that their method is efficient in locating targets attempting to evade capture. However, the evaders have only limited escape capabilities and the solution is sensitive to the accuracy of the target motion model.

CP and Mixed Integer Programming have been used to define multiple non-overlapping feasible areas over which UAVs can fly to maximize the total probability of finding stationary targets (Abi-Zeid et al., 2011; Morin et al., 2017).

In the context of AI research and video-game development, Sun, Uras, Koenig, and Yeoh (2012) propose the first incremental anytime search algorithm for moving-target search in known terrain. Their technique is very effective in small grid environments, but its scalability has not yet been studied.
7.4 Path Planning

The simplest path-planning strategies for search focus on visiting known locations while minimizing distance traveled or the time to finish the mission (Bellingham, Tillerson, Alighanbari, & How, 2002; Enright, Savla, Frazzoli, & Bullo, 2009). More sophisticated methods consider searching for one or multiple targets in unknown positions and aim to maximize the probability of detection. In these works, the target is no longer considered after it is found. Chung and Carpin (2011), for example, present a method to search for and localize a stationary target using a team of flying robots. The estimation is done using a quad-tree decomposition of the environment to maximize computational efficiency over large search areas. The objective is to maximize the probability of detection divided by the control effort.

Considerable work has been devoted to devising efficient path-planning methods for UAVs involved in search-and-rescue operations. Lin and Goodrich (2014), for example, consider the problem of wilderness search and rescue where mini-UAVs are used to locate missing persons. They propose a new family of path-planning algorithms that use a special spatial representation, the task difficulty map, to model the sensor detection probability. The map is used during planning with a new heuristic, the mode goodness ratio, to prioritize search sub-areas that present a higher probability of rediscovering the target. This work has a number of similarities with our approach. Both techniques aim to produce efficient flight maneuvers for the UAV to maximize the probability of finding the target in the face of sensor limitations and environmental constraints. We exploit probabilistic reasoning to guide the planner to visit the most promising sub-regions first. However, our approach is not devised specifically for path-planning, but rather tackles the entire decision-making process that underpins the behavior of the UAVs. As well as trajectories, when necessary, we can plan additional actions for the UAVs, such as performing search patterns, and potentially refilling depleted resources and avoiding localization failures. In addition, we consider moving targets in wide spaces (hundreds of square kilometers), while Lin and Goodrich (2014) assume the target to be stationary within a limited space.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the problem of search-and-tracking for a single, mobile target with multiple UAVs in a large geographical region and for an extended period of time. S&T is a difficult problem that is often encountered in real-world missions such as disaster response, surveillance, law enforcement, and monitoring. So far, progress in the area of S&T has been limited to unrealistic scenarios or missions with a single UAV. In our work, we take up the challenge of developing techniques that can scale to solve real-world problems.

We cast S&T as a deterministic combinatorial problem, departing from the traditional formulation as a probabilistic continuous problem, and we prove that the objective function of our formulation is submodular. Starting from this observation, we develop three different optimization approaches to tackle S&T. The first is a greedy algorithm, which works very well in our case even if the temporal constraints in our problem do not admit the sub-optimality guarantee that holds for algorithms that maximize pure submodular functions. We also apply AI planning and constraint programming (CP) to S&T. We extend previous work in the area to multiple observers, improve existing models and use the solutions
provided by the greedy algorithm for warm starting the CP model and for a new domain-
dependent heuristic for the planner popf-tif.

Our experimental evaluation shows that the greedy solution is fast and effective, es-
pecially when there are multiple observers available for search. However, when resources
are limited, using more powerful optimization techniques pays off. Since our problems are
large and complex, CP and AI planning, however, are not efficient enough if they are not
enhanced by the greedy solution. It is in the integration of the greedy algorithm with CP
or AI planning that a winning strategy can be found.

In our future work, we will consider missions where multiple targets need to be discovered
and tracked to their destinations. We expect that the introduction of multiple targets will
partially erode the efficiency of our solution approaches and thus, to control the complexity
of the problem, we plan to explore powerful decomposition techniques such as logic-based
Benders decomposition (Hooker & Ottosson, 2003) and branch-and-check (Beck, 2010). We
also plan to study the similarities between our scenario and the combined location-routing
problem from the operations research (OR) literature (Min, Jayaraman, & Srivastava, 1998;
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Appendix A. Generation of Candidate Search Patterns via MCS

In this appendix, we give a detailed account of the technique that we follow to generate
the candidate search patterns. The technique was presented in previous work (Bernardini
et al., 2017), but we repeat the material here to make this paper self-contained.

In S&T, the optimization solver’s role is to select a set of search patterns and sequence
them over time. To operate effectively, we need to provide the solver with an initial pool
of candidate search patterns from which it chooses a subset to execute. It is preferable to
keep the cardinality of this set small so as to reduce the computational complexity but also
to have a large enough set of candidates to allow a high probability of successful tracking
of the target to its destination. We perform MCS to identify points in the search area that
present the highest probability of finding the target at different points in time and then
create candidate patterns that have those points as their centres.

A.1 Graph Construction

We assume that the target is located in Euclidean 2-space and that this space is charac-
terized by a road network (RN), where each road is a sequence of connected line segments.
The target motion on each segment is assumed to follow a constant speed randomly and
uniformly sampled in an interval \([\nu_{\text{min}}, \nu_{\text{max}}]\), where \(\nu_{\text{min}}\) and \(\nu_{\text{max}}\) are the minimum and
maximum speed allowed in that segment depending on the road type. Each segment in a
road is characterized by a concealment level $\eta \in [0, 1]$ that represents an estimate of how
easy is for the target to hide from the observer when travelling over that segment.

We take a circle centred on the target’s last known position (LKP) as the search area
and then superimpose a grid $\mathcal{X}$ on it, with the side of each square cell being $\delta$. To represent
the topology of the search area, we build a graph $G = (V, E)$ based on the RN enclosed in
the grid. $V$ represents the set of cells that contain at least one road segment within the
grid. Edges in $E$ are those pairs $(v, w)$ where $v$ and $w$ are adjacent cells in the grid and
there exists a road segment that intersects both of them. Each edge $(v, w)$ is labelled with:
(i) the minimum $\nu_{(v, w)}^{\text{min}}$ and maximum $\nu_{(v, w)}^{\text{max}}$ speed allowed in the segment that connects $v$
to $w$ and (ii) its concealment level $\eta_{(v, w)}$. We denote by $v_0$ the cell that corresponds to the
target LKP and assume that a set of target possible destinations, which we will identify
with a subset $D \subset V$ of cells, is given together with a probability distribution ($PD$) over them: $\mu : D \rightarrow [0, 1]$.

A.2 Probabilistic Motion Model

Given the graph $G$, we define the weight of an edge $(v, w)$ as $w_{(v, w)} := (\delta / \nu_{(v, w)}^{\text{max}} (1 - \alpha \eta_{(v, w)}))$, where the parameter $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ needs to be established case-by-case based on the desired trade-off between the time to travel an edge and the concealment level over it. Given a path $\gamma$ in $G$, we define the cost of $\gamma$ as $\text{cost}(\gamma) := \sum_{(v_i, w_i) \in \gamma} w_{(v_i, w_i)}$.

From the graph $G$ and for $l$ equally partitioned values of $\alpha$, we calculate the $k$ cheapest
loop-less paths from $v_0$ to each destination in $D$ by using a variant of the Dijkstra’s single-
source-shortest-path algorithm (Yen, 1971). Given $v_0$ and a destination $x \in D$, we denote
with $\Gamma_x = \{\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_{(k \cdot l)}\}$ the set of the $(k \cdot l)$ cheapest paths associated with destination
$x$. For each destination $x$, we define a $PD$ over $\Gamma_x$, $\theta : \Gamma_x \rightarrow [0, 1]$ as follows: $\theta(\gamma) = \frac{1}{Z(\beta)} e^{-\beta \text{cost}(\gamma)}$, where $\beta \in \mathbb{R}$ is a free parameter and the normalising constant $Z(\beta)$ is the
partition function $\sum_{\gamma_i \in \Gamma_x} e^{-\beta \text{cost}(\gamma_i)}$. When $\beta = 0$, the probability is uniform over all
paths; when $\beta$ increases, the cheapest path progressively becomes the most probable. This
function, therefore, gives us the flexibility to treat different degrees of evasiveness within
the same framework.

Given the graph $G$, consider the subgraph $G'$ determined by the LKP node $v_0$, the
destination nodes $D$ and the nodes on the cheapest paths $\Gamma_{x_1} \ldots \Gamma_{x_d}$ that connect $v_0$ to
the destination $x_1, \ldots, x_d$. Given a node $w$ in this graph, consider the subgraph $G_w$ that
is determined by all the paths from $w$ to the destination nodes $D$ (these are subpaths of
the paths in $\Gamma_{x_1} \cup \ldots \cup \Gamma_{x_d}$). We call $\Gamma(w)$ the set of paths $\gamma \in G_w$ and we say that $\gamma$ are
compatible with $w$.

The target motion is modelled as a continuous time stochastic process $X(t)$ that takes
values on $V$ and is described as follows:

- the final destination cell $x \in D$ is sampled according to the $PD$ $\mu$;
- the path $\gamma \in \Gamma_x$ from $v_0$ to $x$ is sampled according to the $PD$ $\theta$;
- $X(t)$ moves with a velocity scaled by a constant factor $\omega$ uniformly sampled in the
  interval $[0, 1]$;
- $X(t)$ moves from $v_0$ to $x$ by following the path $\gamma = (v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_l = x)$ and by jumping from $v_k$ to $v_{k+1}$ at the time $t_k$; and

- the jumping time $t_k$'s are iteratively determined according to the following formula:
  
  $$t_{k+1} - t_k = \delta/\nu_k, \text{ where } \nu_k = \nu_{\text{min}}(v_k, v_{k+1}) + \omega(\nu_{\text{max}}(v_k, v_{k+1}) - \nu_{\text{min}}(v_k, v_{k+1})).$$

### A.3 Approximation of Marginal Distributions

$X(t)$ is a continuous time process, but we look at it only at certain time points. Given the mission time interval $[0, T]$, we establish the time check points $t_0 = 0, t_1, \ldots, t_n$, where $t_{i+1} = t_i + T/n$. Our goal is to estimate the marginal PD of the process $X(t)$ on the above check points. We then use these marginals to generate candidate search patterns.

Estimation of the marginal is performed through standard Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). More specifically, we consider a set of $M$ particles moving in the graph as independent realisations of the stochastic process $X(t)$. Let $\chi_j(t)$ be the position of the $j^{th}$ particle at time $t$. We define the approximated distribution of the process $X(t)$ at time $t_k$ as

$$q_{t_k}^v := |\{j|\chi_j(t_k) = v\}|/M \text{ for } v \in V.$$ 

From the law of large numbers, we know that $q_{t_k}^v$ approximates, for a sufficiently large $M$, the true marginal distributions of $X(t_k)$.

### A.4 Generation of Search Patterns

For each time check point $t_i$, we select the $n$ nodes that have collected the highest number of particles and then generate $n$ non-overlapping candidate search patterns centred around them, which are subsets of $\mathbb{R}^2$. We denote the set of all search patterns chosen at any time check point by $C$. Each search pattern $\sigma \in C$ has a time window $[t_\sigma^-, t_\sigma^+]$ associated with it that corresponds to the activation window of the pattern. This window is set up by calculating the shortest and longest time of arrival for the target to the pattern’s centre. For every $\sigma \in C$, we call $V_\sigma$ the set of nodes in the graph $G$ that are contained by $\sigma$ (in the embedding environment $\mathbb{R}^2$), i.e. $V_\sigma = \{v \in V | v \subseteq \sigma\}$. We indicate with $\Gamma_\sigma = \bigcup_{v \in V_\sigma} \Gamma(v)$ the paths $\gamma$ that are compatible with $\sigma$.

### Appendix B. Iterative Update of Probabilities

Following Bernardini et al. (2016), we report here the derivation of the total probability of rediscovering the target after the execution of a sequence of search patterns $\Sigma$.

Let $\mathcal{F}_\sigma$ represent the event of finding the target in a search of the area covered by the pattern $\sigma$ and $\bar{\mathcal{F}}_\sigma$ its negation. Given a set of search patterns $\Sigma = \{\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_k\}$, we call $\mathcal{F}_\Sigma$ the event of finding the target during the execution of the set $\Sigma$, and $\bar{\mathcal{F}}_\Sigma$ its negation, i.e.:

$$\mathcal{F}_\Sigma = \mathcal{F}_{\sigma_1} \cup \cdots \cup \mathcal{F}_{\sigma_k}, \quad \bar{\mathcal{F}}_\Sigma = \bar{\mathcal{F}}_{\sigma_1} \cap \cdots \cap \bar{\mathcal{F}}_{\sigma_k}$$

We call $P_{\Sigma}(\gamma)$ the probability that the target is following the path $\gamma$ conditioned to the failure of the search patterns in $\Sigma$.

$$P_{\Sigma}(\gamma) := \mathbb{P}(\text{target} \rightarrow \gamma | \bar{\mathcal{F}}_\Sigma)$$

Given an initial probability distribution for each path, we have that $P_0(\gamma) = PD(\gamma)$.
The probability $P(\Sigma)$ of finding the target by executing the set of search patterns $\Sigma$ is defined as:

$$P(\Sigma) := \mathbb{P}(F_\Sigma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

We now show how to calculate $P(\Sigma)$ in a recursive fashion. We start by analyzing the path probabilities $P(\Sigma)$, which play a pivotal role in our computation. Given a set of search patterns $\Sigma$ and a search pattern candidate $\sigma \in \tilde{C} \setminus \Sigma$, we can write $P(\Sigma)$ using a total probability argument:

$$P(\Sigma) = P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) \cdot P(\tilde{F}_\sigma | F_\Sigma) + P(\text{target} \rightarrow \gamma | F_\Sigma \cap F_\sigma) \cdot P(F_\sigma | \tilde{F}_\Sigma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)

The different terms in this equation can be rewritten as follows. We let $P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) := P(F_\sigma | \tilde{F}_\Sigma)$ and call $P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\})$ the probability that the target is found during the execution of a search pattern $\sigma$, conditioned to the event that it has not been discovered earlier. This probability is the product of two terms: 1. the probability that the target is following a path compatible with $\sigma$ (i.e. $\gamma \in \Gamma_\sigma$) computed according to the distribution $P(\Sigma)$, which encodes the fact that the target has not been discovered earlier; and 2. the probability that the observer finds the target when it is in view, i.e. the detection probability $\phi_\sigma$. In formula:

$$P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) = \phi_\sigma \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma_\sigma} P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\})(\gamma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (32)

Let us consider now the term $P(\text{target} \rightarrow \gamma | F_\Sigma \cap F_\sigma)$. To expand it further, we need to distinguish whether the path $\gamma$ is in the set of destinations compatible with the pattern $\sigma$ or not. Evidently, if $\gamma \notin \Gamma_\sigma$, this term is equal to 0. If $\gamma \in \Gamma_\sigma$, this term can be computed by simply conditioning the probability distribution $P(\Sigma)$ on the subset of the destinations $\Gamma_\sigma$ which are compatible with $\sigma$. We thus obtain the following expression:

$$P(\text{target} \rightarrow \gamma | F_\Sigma \cap F_\sigma) = \begin{cases} \frac{P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\})(\gamma)}{\sum_{\eta \in \Gamma_\sigma} P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\})(\eta)} & \text{if } \gamma \in \Gamma_\sigma \\ 0 & \text{if } \gamma \notin \Gamma_\sigma \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)

If we substitute Equations (32) and (33) into (31), we obtain the following recursive structure for the computation of $P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\})$:

$$P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) = P(\Sigma) + P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\} \cdot (1 - P(\Sigma))$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

where $1$ is the indicator function: $1_A(x) = 1$ if $x \in A$ and 0 otherwise.

A recursive structure for the computation of $P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\})$ can now be obtained as follows:

$$P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) = P(F_\Sigma) + P(F_\sigma | \tilde{F}_\Sigma) \cdot P(\tilde{F}_\Sigma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

or, in more compact notation,

$$P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}) = P(\Sigma) + P(\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\} \cdot (1 - P(\Sigma))$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)

If we combine Equations (32), (33) and (36), we obtain an exact recursive formula for the computation of $P(\Sigma)$. 

559
Appendix C. PDDL2.1 Specification of the Search Domain

(define (domain UAV)
  (:requirements :typing :durative-actions :fluents
   :timed-initial-literals :equality)
  (:types pattern waypoint destination uav)

  (:predicates
   (at ?u - uav ?p - waypoint)
   (active ?p - pattern)
   (beginAt ?w - waypoint ?p - pattern)
   (endAt ?w - waypoint ?p - pattern))

  (:functions
   (prob ?d - destination)
   (previous-prob ?d - destination)
   (total-prob)
   (heuristic-approximation)
   (previous-total-prob)
   (is-doing ?p - pattern ?u - uav)
   (is-uav ?u - uav)
   (timefor ?p - pattern)
   (distance ?p1 ?p2 - waypoint)
   (n-pattern)
   (n-pattern-active ?p - pattern))

  (:durative-action fly
   :parameters (?from ?tto - waypoint ?u - uav)
   :duration (= duration (distance ?from ?tto))
   :condition (and
     (at start (at ?u ?from))
     (at start (not (= ?from ?tto)))))
   :effect (and
     (at start (not (at ?u ?from))
     (at end (at ?u ?tto))))

  (:durative-action doPattern
   :parameters (?from ?to - waypoint ?p - pattern ?u - uav)
   :duration (= duration (timefor ?p))
   :condition (and
     (at start (beginAt ?from ?p))
     (at start (endAt ?to ?p))
     (at start (at ?u ?from))
     (at start (active ?p))
     (at start (< (is-uav ?u) 10))))
   :effect (and
     (at end (at ?u ?to))
     (at start (not (at ?u ?from)))
     (forall (?pp - pattern)
       (and (at start (assign (is-doing ?pp ?u) 0))))
     (forall (?v - uav) (and (at start (assign (is-uav ?v) 0))))
     (at end (assign (is-doing ?p ?u) 1))
     (at end (assign (is-uav ?u) 1))
     (forall (?d - destination)
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